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ABSTRACT 

 The focus of the present research is to examine the socio-pedagogical aspects of 

Adolphus Hailstork’s Five Short Choral Works.  The socio-pedagogical benefits of these 

and similar compositions stem from their potential to encourage more critical cultural 

engagement of the choral contributions of Black composers in both the classroom and 

rehearsal hall.  While the music on its own merit is worthy of deeper study and analysis, 

the added benefit to students, teachers and conductors is that the inclusion of diverse 

groups in music education has proven sociological benefits.  Therefore, these five works 

have potential benefits in terms of representation, cultural engagement, and holistic 

consideration of American music. Furthermore, if students are given more diverse 

expressions of diversity, then there is greater likelihood that they will grow socially to 

appreciate and understand heterogeneous expressions of culture and be more engaged in 

culture criticism.   
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 
 
 

 In the mainstream of American choral repertoire, the inclusion of the Negro 

spiritual has been growing in popularity since the middle of the 1960s, when 

multiculturalism became a new and legislated focus of the American educational system.  

In his article “Multicultural Music Education in the United States,” for The Bulletin of 

Historical Research in Music Education, Michael Mark states, “Prior to this time, it was 

the goal of schools to assimilate students to the predominant historical culture.”1 After the 

Civil Rights movement of the 1960s helped bring about legislation requiring equal rights 

for all American citizens, it became not just acceptable, but mandated that time and 

attention be given to a wider range of the cultures represented in the American populous.  

This had a particularly profound impact on Black Americans and their musical culture. 

 In 1866 the Fisk Jubilee Singers began a series of performances to raise funds for 

the newly established Fisk Free Colored School (now Fisk University).  This ensemble 

would help to set a precedent that would eventually led to the creation of similar 

ensembles at virtually every Historically Black College and University (HBCU) in the 

nation; many of which were lead by composers who would arrange the music that they 

performed.  The growth and success of these choirs led to an evolution that resulted in the 

creation of professional choirs such as the Hall Johnson Choir that would almost 

exclusively perform the work of these composers.  

 Black composers who were active during this time were especially concerned with 

developing and preserving music of their culture.  Due to segregation the audiences that 

typically heard their music were Black concertgoers, so there was a desire to be able to 
                                                             

1 Michael L. Mark, “Multicultural Music Education in the United States,” Bulletin of Historical 
Research in Music Education 19, no. 3 (May 1988): 177. 
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present music to which they could relate. For a large number of these composers, 

however, their training and experience extended beyond that which was considered Black 

American music.  Examples include Harry T. Burleigh, who attended the prestigious 

New York Conservatory of Music where he was influenced by and subsequently 

influenced Antonin Dvořák; R. Nathaniel Dett, who earned a Master’s degree from the 

Eastman School of Music and studied composition in France with Nadia Boulanger; and 

Florence Price, the first Black woman to achieve distinction as a composer, who received 

her degree from the New England Conservatory and did further study at the Chicago 

Musical College and the American Conservatory of Music.2 Nearly every notable Black 

composer shared a similar résumé of educational pedigree, extending to Oscar Anderson 

Fuller who broke through the last educational barrier by being the first Black American to 

earn a Ph.D. in music.   

 Often, the result of this training was a fusion of European and Black American 

style features.  Choral arrangements of spirituals featured European influenced harmonic 

language; instrumental compositions were infused with the harmonic and rhythmic 

language of the spiritual and jazz. In many cases, symphonic works would overtly show 

this fusion through programmatic titles such as “The Bond of Africa” (William L. 

Dawson’s Negro Folk Symphony, movement I).  The compositional heritage that was 

established became part of the fabric of the landscape of Black composers for subsequent 

generations.   

 In the 1920s Black composers began to make significant progress in establishing 

themselves as skilled arrangers and composers who were providing performers with well-

                                                             
2 Eileen Southern, The Music of Black Americans: A History (New York: W.W. Norton & Co., 

1997), 425. 
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crafted works enjoyed around the country and abroad.  The Negro Spiritual was a genre 

that lent itself to arrangement and inventive composers such as Harry T. Burleigh, R. 

Nathaniel Dett, and William L. Dawson were major contributors and pioneers of this 

repertoire. Today there are Black composers whose names have become commonplace on 

choral programs, such as Undine Smith-Moore, Moses Hogan, and Dr. André Thomas.  

These and others have become widely recognized as fine composers/arrangers, and their 

music (most especially their arrangements of spirituals) is regularly programmed.  

 While the spiritual now has great acceptance, its crossover into the mainstream has 

not necessarily led to a more comprehensive appreciation of the fullness of work by 

Black composers, many of whom expend significant compositional energy producing 

original works that are not in the style of the spiritual.  Unless a Black composer has 

dedicated a significant portion of his or her oeuvre largely to arrangements of spirituals 

(in the style) or similar compositions, he or she is invisible to much of the choral world. 

 Similar to jazz and gospel music, the spiritual has evolved into being not just a 

genre that is composed and arranged exclusively by Black composers.  White American 

composers such as Alice Parker, Mark Hayes, Greg Gilpin and others have made strides 

in reproducing the stylistic characteristics of the genre such that the settings give virtually 

no indication that the music is not the product of a Black composer.3 Performers of the 

settings have also become more diverse.  This trend is certainly aided by the increased 

exposure to stylistically appropriate performances, and such texts as Dr. Andre Thomas’ 

                                                             
3 The wide acceptance of these representations can be exemplified by the listing of Greg Gilpin’s 

arrangement of “Ain’t no Windin’ in the Road” as being on of the “Top Spirituals” on the J.W. Pepper 
website (http://www.jwpepper.com/sheet-music/spirituals-gospel-choir-music.list) at the time of this 
document. 
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“Way Over in Beulah Lan,” which gives detailed guidance on the performance practices 

of the spiritual.   

 While there still seems to be hesitation in the solo vocal realm to perform or 

compose spirituals as a non-Black musician4, the choral area has welcomed this cultural 

representation into the mainstream and embraced it as being art for all.  From being 

almost exclusively produced, performed, and patronized by Black composers, performers 

and audiences respectively, to being so widely accepted that White composers and 

performers are finding success in their composition, and performance, it is clear that the 

genre itself has met a measure of meaningful, cross-cultural respect and esteem.  

 The shifting of the ideology that took place in the 1960s towards multiculturalism 

is significant in that it took place in the educational arena, and therefore had an acute 

impact on the next generation as a societal whole. As Lucy Green states in her article 

Music Education, Cultural Capital, and Social Group Identity:  

Schooling helps to perpetuate existing ideologies, assimilate ideological 
challenges, and produce new ideologies in line with changing economic and social 
conditions.  Formal education imbues children with self-images, expectations, and 
achievement orientations that correspond in various ways to their social situations, 
guiding them toward adult values and roles that, although often invoking overt 
resistance along the way, are ultimately adaptable to the current economic and 
social climate.5  
 

 Music education also can serve a social function in the development of students. 

As Green goes on to say, music education “appears to affirm preexisting ideologies of 

musical value, and their corresponding skills and knowledge, thereby reproducing social 

                                                             
4 This observation is made based the author’s personal experience attending solo voice recitals 

during his undergraduate and graduate level studies.  
  
5 Lucy Green, “Music Education, Cultural Capital, and Social Group Identity,” in The Cultural 

Study of Music: A Critical Introduction ed. Martin Clayton, Trevor Herbert and Richard Middleton (New 
York: Routledge, 2003), 264. 
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group differentiation on the basis of…class, gender, and ethnicity.”6  Therefore the 

combined factors of the use of the spiritual for its entertainment value, limited inclusion 

of the original music of Black composers in concerts, and the relative lack of attention 

given to Black composers in the study of classical music history becomes particularly 

problematic.  

In the book “Music Education and Multiculturalism: Foundations and Principles,” 

Terese Volk states, “until there is a change to a multicultural perspective at the collegiate 

level, teachers will continue to teach from the Western perspective, as they have been 

taught.”7  Since the majority of undergraduate music education programs require 

involvement in large ensembles as part of their curriculum, there is potential to reinforce 

or change preexisting ideologies with regard to this bias.   

 

Purpose of Study 

 In this study I will demonstrate that it is of socio-pedagogical importance to 

expand the perspective regarding the music of Black composers beyond traditional 

settings of the Negro spiritual to one that includes original choral works.  The Five Short 

Choral Works by Adolphus Hailstork will serve as an example of original works that 

feature compositional procedures atypical of those traditionally used in settings of 

spiritual melodies. While the third piece, Crucifixion, is based on a traditional spiritual 

melody, the setting features melodic and harmonic characteristics that are atypical of 

most choral settings in the genre.  

                                                             
6Green, “Music Education, Cultural Capital,” 272. 
 
7 Terese Volk, Music Education and Multiculturalism: Foundations and Principles (New York: 

Oxford Press,1998),160. 
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Thesis Statement 

I will demonstrate that Five Short Choral Works by Adolphus Hailstork is an example of 

choral literature by a Black composer that can be useful in achieving broader socio-

pedagogical purposes in choral music education. 

 

Review of Scholarly Literature 

For the purpose of this document, reviewed scholarly literature is sorted into the 

following categories: 1. choral repertoire selection; 2. multiculturalism in music 

education; 3. Black American music; 4. the music of Adolphus Hailstork. There are 

numerous texts addressing various aspects and perspectives related to this subject, 

however, while most texts speak specifically about one of these aspects, but none that 

provide an amalgamated examination of all four components.8   

Regarding choral repertoire selection, there are many texts related to the 

importance of the representation of various cultures.  In his book Directing the Choral 

Music Program, Kenneth Phillips discusses the following topics, of which all but the 

third serve the primary focus of this study: 1. programming to teach comprehensively; 2. 

programming to perform a variety of styles; 3. programming to develop the singing 

voice; 4. Programming to entertain the audience.9 While the importance of both a 

diversified repertoire and a comprehensive educational perspective are laid out, there is 

                                                             
8 There is a great deal of literature on the inclusion of Black music in the music education 

classroom as well as the choral repertoire, however, I have found no scholarly literature that discusses 
specifically any advocacy for music of original works by Black composers. 

 
9 Kenneth H. Phillips, Directing the Choral Music Program (New York: Oxford Press, 2004), 

152-154. 
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no such discussion regarding the intentional merit-based consideration of Black 

composer’s non-spiritual, original repertoire.   

Terese Volk provides the most comprehensive discussion regarding perspectives 

on multiculturalism in education generally, and music education specifically.  The 

primary focus of her book is “to provide a picture of multicultural music education today, 

specifically in America and, more generally, around the world.”10 The component of this 

subject that she addresses is the misrepresentation of culture as a homogenous entity.  

She states “critics of culturalism say a homogenous culture is rare for any group, hence 

the idea of subgroups must be introduced to explain differences, and still further 

differences must be accounted for through human actions and choices for change.”11 This 

discussion was an important resource to the current study, however, it does not address 

the topic in a culturally specific or in-depth manner.   

Volk does go into great detail regarding the importance of a training process in 

multicultural music for the pre-service teacher as a means to facilitate a change from 

“teachers only teaching from the Western perspective, as they have been taught,”12 to a 

more multiculturally sensitive perspective.  This discussion, as with most concerning 

multiculturalism, is centered mostly on the inclusion of diverse cultural representations in 

the classroom, and the in-service teacher’s ability to present those musics in lesson form.  

Furthermore, the viewpoint is clearly from a perspective of world music in a broader 

sense, with the intention of including music that may be further from the teacher’s 

                                                             
10 Volk, Music Education and Multiculturalism: Foundations and Principles, xi. 
 
11 Ibid., 7. 
 
12 Ibid., 160. 
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personal experience.  There is, however, no reference to the limitations that cultural 

representations place on the composer whose music may or may not fit the accepted 

representation of his or her culture.   

In Multicultural Perspectives in Music Education, the designation “African 

American music” is defined as being “a term that refers to the musical genres created in 

the United States by people of African ancestry.”13 While I believe this is the best and 

most functional definition of the term, within it lies the specific limitation that it does not 

address the music composed outside of styles that fit the aforementioned definition, and 

through prescribed lesson plans potentially reinforces the bias in discussion.  

There are many books that provide a variety of perspectives on Black American 

music. Arthur C. Jones gives a detailed historical and functional analysis of the spiritual.  

In his essay he states:  

What follows is a cultural profile of the spirituals within the broader context of 
their functional relationship with other, historically later, African American music 
forms.  Such a profile serves two purposes: it provides a corrective view of the 
historical and contemporary functions of the spirituals, and it illuminates core 
cultural and psychological features of all African American Music.14  

  
In his study of the spiritual are topics ranging from their African roots to their evolution 

into the “arranged spiritual” and the impact assimilation had on the genre.    

 In Tilford Brooks’ American Black Music Heritage, the author gives a historical 

analysis of composers who operate primarily in the so-called European tradition of 

                                                             
13 William M. Anderson and Patricia Shehan Campbell, Multicultural Perspectives in Music 

Education: Volume 1 (Lanham: Rowman & Littlefield Publishers, 2010), 45. 
 
14 Arthur C. Jones, “Upon This Rock: The Foundational Influence of the Spirituals,” in The 

Triumph of the Soul: Cultural and Psychological Aspects of African American Music, ed. Arthur C. Jones 
and Ferdinand Jones (Westport: Praeger, 2001), 5. 
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composition.  He speaks mostly regarding the fusion of the European and Black-

American traditions saying: 

 At the turn of the twentieth century, many Black composers were making a 
conscious effort to synthesize two musical traditions…into one music.  
Specifically, these composers sought to employ characteristic Black melodic 
idioms and dance rhythms within the context of European forms.15  

 
Brooks provides support by his inclusion of examples of the complex musical treatments 

found in compositions by various composers.  These examples are intended to highlight 

the various complexities found in the compositions, thereby acknowledging the 

craftsmanship of the composer.  While he does address these complexities within the 

choral compositions, he does not address it from the perspective of programming bias, or 

address the socio-pedagogical implications on music education.   

Two books in particular that are cited in a wide variety of sources are David 

Baker’s The Black Composer Speaks and Eileen Southern’s The Music of Black 

Americans: A History.  Both of these seminal texts provide valuable contributions to the 

larger body of research in different ways.  Baker’s text offers critical insight into the 

perspective of Black composers through interviews on topics ranging from “being a 

Black composer in America” to Black History Month.  Southern contributes what is 

arguably the first and most comprehensive history of Black music.   

While the content has great relevance to the current study, due to the time of its 

authorship the Baker text does not include any content on Adolphus Hailstork.  This book 

does include discussions about the potential impact that Black composer’s music can 

have on music education and the larger society.  It does not, however, include any 
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discussion about choral repertoire specifically.  As with most texts of this sort, the 

primary focus of the discussion is about and from instrumental composers.  

In The Music of Black Americans, Eileen Southern lays a foundation of the term 

“Black music” that leaves room for the inclusion of a wider variety of styles and genres.  

She states that her purpose is “to help the reader understand and appreciate the several 

genres and many styles of music which, taken together, define African-American music 

in the United States.”16 Regarding choral music, she grounds her discussion in the music 

of the composers who played major roles in the development of Black musical identity, 

particularly as it pertains to the development of the spiritual as a serious art genre.  In this 

work she gives a rare historical overview of the notable Black Choral Societies that have 

come and gone in the United States. Despite her stated purpose however, she does not go 

beyond their performance of spirituals and gospel music when discussing the repertoire 

of these organizations.   

Regarding scholarly literature, there have been no academic works with Dr. 

Adolphus Hailstork or his music as the topic. There are at least two sources in which a 

general overview of his compositional output, brief autobiographical information is 

given, and the influence of spirituals, jazz and gospel on Dr. Hailstork’s music is 

acknowledged.  In an interview with Colin Clarke for Fanfare magazine Hailstork states, 

“My journey to self increasingly has included idioms of my people, the gift handed down 

as folk music, or church music, or jazz, or blues.”17  
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In David Banfield’s Musical Landscapes in Color: Conversations with Black 

American Composers, Dr. Hailstork is included as one of many representative composers.  

In this book, he and his work are given a significant amount of attention, and much 

valuable information is presented.18  Specifically, the text contains Dr. Hailstork’s 

perspective on topics such as Black History Month, the role of composers in society, the 

role of the Black composer, and his own personal compositional style.  While this latter 

component is a valuable resource, there is no discussion of the Five Short Choral Works 

from a pedagogical or analytical standpoint.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                             
18 William Banfield, Musical Landscapes in Color: A Conversation with Black American 
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CHAPTER 2: SOCIO-PEDAGOGICAL CONTEXT 

For the purposes of this study the term “socio-pedagogical” refers to an approach 

to curriculum development that is concerned not only with the academic matriculation of 

students, but also with social justice and progress.  This perspective has its roots in the 

Critical Race Theory (CRT) found in qualitative studies in education research.  

According to John Creswell in his book “Qualitative Inquiry and Research Design: 

Choosing Among Five Approaches,” CRT “focuses theoretical attention on race and how 

racism is deeply embedded within the framework of American society.”19 

 The importance of CRT lies in its focus on examining a given subject through the 

lens of racial inequity which manifests itself in numerous and diverse ways.  The goal of 

this theoretical framework is to create a connection between scholarship and teaching, 

theory and practice, and most importantly, academy and the community.20  CRT at its 

core posits that virtually every system in place can and should be analyzed for any 

racially based biases that may be in action. 

 If one considers the history of race relations specifically in the United States, it is 

not difficult to assume that there are grounds to analyze every topic of inequity or 

imbalance through the lens of CRT.  This is not to say, however, that every inequitable 

situation is race-related but rather that racially based discrimination is such a core 

component of American history that it is rarely out of the question. Therefore, the current 
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study turns the CRT lens towards choral programming in order to examine what seem to 

be residual affects from a more trepidatious time period of American race relations.     

 At the core of this discussion is the issue of representation that has proven to be 

critical for marginalized groups, as well as the issue of cultural critique that is necessary 

for social evolution.  When one thinks of representation, it is often from the standpoint of 

mass media images.  Many studies have been conducted not just on the implications that 

representation has on how the dominant culture perceives marginalized groups, but how 

those marginalized groups see themselves.  Author and social activist, bell hooks21 states 

in her book Yearning: Race, Gender, and Cultural Politics, “Responding to televised 

cultural production, black people could express rage about racism as it informed 

representation, the construction of images.”22 

 The construction of identity is an issue that is central to the establishment and 

perpetuation of culture.  It is because of this that great care must be given concerning the 

source material this imagery is utilizing.  Historically, the segment of society that has 

been in control of what and how these images are presented has been very careful to 

protect a particular status-quo, of which they are the primary beneficiaries.  Whether 

these images and messages were on a television program or a billboard, the social 

construction intended behind the imagery was clear.  Quoting a passage from Cultural 

Politics in Contemporary America by Ian Angus and Sut Jhally, hooks states: “In 

contemporary culture the media have become central to the constitution of social identity.  

It is not just that media messages have become important forms of influence on 
                                                             

21 Lower case of her name is the preference of the author herself. 
  

22 bell hooks, “Liberation Scenes: Speak this Yearning,” Yearning: Race, Gender, and Cultural 
Politics (Boston, MA: Southend Press, 1990), 4. 
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individuals.  We also identify and construct ourselves as social beings through the 

mediation of images.”23 

 The issue of representation extends beyond just the realm of entertainment or mass 

media.  Representation is a core principle of social justice-inspired initiatives such as 

Affirmative Action.  In a study conducted for the Journal of Black Studies entitled “Black 

Like Me: Graduate Students’ Perceptions of their Pedagogical Experiences in Classes 

Taught by Black Faculty in a Predominantly White Institution,” Frank Tuitt states that 

even at the graduate level, the presence of Black professors is meaningful to Black 

students purely on the basis of their “assumed shared experience.”  In the case of the 

study, Tuitt states that not all of the race-based connections and assumptions made by 

students are positive:  

Black graduate students in this study entered classrooms taught by Black faculty 
with the expectation that their professors would raise the bar and hold them to 
higher standards…for [some] students, the raising-the-bar phenomenon can 
increase anxiety when they perceive that their faculty members who are also Black 
hold expectations about how they are supposed to behave.24 

 
 While this phenomenon can be problematic for some students, for others even the 

“raising-the-bar” expectation can be viewed as a positive change from the opposite 

perception that many students feel when being taught by non-black professors.  The 

overarching themes found in the study are in line with prior research on similar topics, 

including that the presence of Black professors, even at the graduate level, proves to have 

meaningful, positive impact on Black students enrolled in those programs.  These 
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benefits include the expectation that Black professors would: 1. exhibit higher levels of 

comfort and trust, 2. show empathetic racial identification, 3. be more accessible and 

easier with whom to connect, 4. raise the bar and hold them to higher standards, and            

5. demonstrate a willingness to address diversity issues with comfort.25  

 In line with the topic of representation is the discourse of cultural critique that is of 

paramount importance when a society is looking towards social evolution.  In the context 

of examining the United States through the lens of CRT, social evolution is in the 

direction of racial equity and the elimination of systemic racism.  In discussing cultural 

critique, hooks states “Cultural criticism has historically functioned in black life as a 

force promoting critical resistance…that would disrupt and even deconstruct those 

cultural productions that were designed to promote and reinforce domination.”26  

 It is the perspective offered in this study that while cultural criticism has always 

benefited marginalized groups in terms of their own resistance towards various inequities, 

it is most effective when dominant culture partners with those groups, and in a joint effort 

breakdown those biased systems.  This then would require for those in dominant culture 

to engage marginalized groups on their (the marginalized group’s) terms.  This is a 

difficult task as it requires that an individual first be able to recognize their own presence 

in that dominant culture, and all of the privileges it entails.    

 In this study on choral programming, the idea of cultural criticism is synonymous 

with cultural engagement.  The traditional approach to the music of Black composers 

generally, and Black American composers specifically, with its limited focus on 
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spirituals, jazz or gospel, ignores a significant contribution of these composers.  

Furthermore, the lack of critical engagement in the study of music of Black composers in 

the classroom perpetuates many of the inherent problems that arise with the lack of 

representation, such as a homogenous view of culture or a lack of appreciation for the 

musical complexities presented by the unique experience of the Black American 

composer.  If the classroom is indeed where we perpetuate existing ideologies, assimilate 

ideological challenges, and produce new ideologies, then the critical engagement of 

culture (in all its manifestations including choral music) is a valuable component of the 

socialization of students.  

 

Cultural Perspectives 

 Before one can truly engage in cultural criticism, it is important to gain an 

understanding of the perspective of the marginalized group; in the case of this study that 

group is Black composers.  A fundamental step in reconciling the perspective of many 

Black composers is examining the juxtaposition between “multiculturalism” and 

“diversity.” 

 The term multiculturalism is defined as “of, or relating to, reflecting, or adapted to 

diverse cultures.”27  The term evolved from “ethnic studies,” which was used in the early 

1960s in educational literature.  This designation was used to describe curricula designed 

to enhance the self-esteem of selected minority groups and often were region-specific.   

The classes, however, were directed towards those students who were part of the 

particular ethnicity that was the topic of the course.  It was in the late 1960s that it was 
                                                             

27 “Multiculturalism,” Merriam-Webster.com., accessed March 26, 2016, http://www.merriam-
webster.com/dictionary/multiculturalism. 
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determined by educators that all students should learn about the various cultures in the 

United States.  With this new perspective came a new term “multiethnic education.”28 

 Race, ethnicity, and religion were the central focus of terms that came from this 

early stage of the development of what would eventually become multiculturalism.  As 

time has passed and the understanding of the complexity of each of these individual 

topics began to emerge, the term “multiethnic” began to be used only to denote multiple 

ethnic backgrounds.  In the 1970s it became no longer acceptable to consider the 

knowledge of ethnicity alone to be sufficient.  Volk states in Music Education and 

Multiculturalism, “In order to understand people from any culture, students needed to 

encounter the beliefs, values, and environments of that culture.”29 

 An understanding of the essence of multiculturalism is important to the current 

study because while it [multiculturalism] is a critical component of education, the misuse 

of the term can result in a perpetuation of the limitations in choral programming under 

discussion.  One of the criticisms of multicultural education is centered on the definition 

of “culture.”  A music educator must demonstrate great care when approaching this term 

because there is rarely ever a homogenous representation of culture for any ethnic group.  

This is demonstrated in choral programming when the spiritual is used in the capacity of 

a representation of Black American “culture.”   

 With an understanding of the terminology in this context, the term “diversity” can 

better serve the purpose of expanding the representation of Black composers in the 
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consciousness of music educators as it pertains to choral programming.30  The approach 

that this term engenders is focused not on the musical output as representative, but the 

composers themselves.  This is particularly important as there is, even within the 

community of Black composers, much discussion and debate as to what qualifies as 

“Black music” and its function.  As composer William Banfield states in his book 

Landscapes in Color: A Conversation With Black Composers, “This game has caused 

identity problems among composers, who sometimes have had to decide when it is ‘okay’ 

to be called a Black composer, when it is insulting, and when stereotyped images or 

sounds become more important than the essence of the composer’s work, purely in 

musical terms.”31 

 

Black Composers/“Black Music” 

 The issue of identity is a unique aspect of the Black composer’s experience that 

comes with implications on the reception of both the composer and their music.  There is 

a wide array of perspectives held within the ranks of Black composers concerning their 

individual preferences of whether or not to be identified as a “Black composer” and what 

implications that qualifier has regarding the term “Black music.”   As Lomax states, 

“Once we decide who we are, our function socially, and culturally will be more clearly 

defined which will, in turn, help us make the case that we provide something unique and 
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necessary to Black America specifically, and to America at large.”32   The multifaceted 

layers of approach to this topic represent the complex dynamics that exist between what 

Black American composers experience generally and their experience individually.   

 The importance of defining “Black Music” is in the goal of consciously and 

systematically undoing the walls and barriers created by the legacy of conscious and 

systematic suppression of those works.  When one is discussing specifically instrumental 

music one could suggest that regarding the influence of Black music on the concert hall 

or theater, there is enough evidence to suggest that the two most popular works are 

compositions by a non-Black composer: “Rhapsody in Blue” and “Porgy and Bess” by 

George Gershwin.  Robin expresses this opinion in his article for the New York Times 

entitled Great Divide at the Concert Hall, when he states “The influence of African-

Americans on the orchestral tradition is represented more often by Gershwin’s 

“Rhapsody in Blue” than William Grant Still’s “Afro-American” Symphony.”33 

 The experience of Black composers who compose mostly orchestral music 

prompted composer Dr. T.J. Anderson to declare, “We’ve been invisible.” After a long 

career, which has awarded him the title “elder statesman” among Black composers, his 

experience led him to state: 

It’s inevitable, once you are identified–and you always are identified because of 
race–there’s a certain different expectation. You know that you’re not going to be 
commissioned by the major artistic institutions like the New York Philharmonic 
and the Metropolitan Opera.34 
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 This perspective of racially based diminished opportunity and expectation is one 

that is shared among many composers in the area of instrumental composition.  Robin 

quotes a letter written by Florence Price where she states, “I have two handicaps–those of 

sex and race.  I am a woman; and I have some negro blood in my veins.  I should like to 

be judged on merit alone,”35 further exemplifying that in the concert hall, Black 

composers face more than simply the scrutiny of their work.  To be sure, the non-musical 

aspects in question can actually overshadow the musical content of the work of Black 

composers. 

 To further add to the challenges facing these composers, the legacy and success of 

their predecessors who made deliberate efforts towards the infusion of “Black musical 

characteristics” has also had unintended consequences.  Just as one would expect to hear 

basso continuo in a work of the high baroque, or holds the expectation of sonata allegro 

form in a work from the eighteenth century, the infusion of jazz, gospel or spirituals into 

instrumental compositions by a Black composer became an expected characteristic.  It is 

a point of fact that this expectation was shared even by prominent Black composers such 

as Undine Smith-Moore who states, “he [the Black composer] cannot escape expressing 

his heritage somewhere in the body of his work.”36  

 For many composers, however, this expectation often proved to have a limiting 

effect and in some cases, had a direct impact on how they engaged in their own 

compositional process.  As Berklee professor, Dr. Jonathan Bailey Holland, states: 
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I really didn’t want to be thought of as a Black composer, because I felt like people 
were going to pigeonhole me or have certain expectations when it came to the 
music.  I would make conscious efforts to not include anything in the music that 
might have any connection to Black music, or might somehow suggest something 
about who I was, which in and of itself is completely not the point of being an 
artist. 

 
 Regarding these same preconceived notions about his music, in his dissertation 

“The Black Composer: Identity, Invisibility and the Making of a Brand in the Digital 

Age,” composer Dr. Mark Lomax states, “This is reified every time I present a piece to 

an ensemble and am asked whether or not it has elements of jazz or gospel and seeing the 

enthusiasm recede depending on what their expectation was.”  He goes on to state that, “I 

have found it a rare occasion when my work has been accepted on its on merits as an 

artistic contribution rather than an appropriation of a particular musical language.”37   

 What Drs. Lomax and Holland both express teaches us that while great pride is felt 

by most Black Americans with regard to the heritage of their music in this land, there is 

also a particular bias that becomes exposed when we attach such a specific cultural 

experience to their race. As composer and scholar George Lewis states,  

If there is a definition of an African-American composer, there isn’t a single 
profile, there isn’t a single mold. If you look at Tyshawn Sorey, or Daniel 
Roumain, or if you look at Jessie Montgomery, these are three very different 
models of what it means to be a composer.  There’s just no way to make a 
generalization based on African-Americanness.  It’s just not a category that 
works.38  

 
 The question of “What is Black music?” is best answered in a manner that allows 

for the diverse complexities of each individual composer’s experience to be reconciled or 

merged with the more general experience of this marginalized population.  The reality of 
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the heterogeneous character of Black culture is such that the pitfalls of trying to define 

the term are more numerous than are the definitions that sufficiently encapsulate the 

variety of experiences.  The difficulty arises, however, because there are characteristics, 

forms and genres that, without question, were born out of the more homogenous 

historical Black experience, and have become synonymous with Black culture.   

 The historical experience of Black Americans has been rooted in a theme of 

overcoming subjugation.  Virtually every success of Black Americans has come against 

the backdrop of some type of racial inequality, bias or bigotry.  Therefore, the genres that 

have come out of that experience have a uniquely firm place in the consciousness of both 

Black and non-Black Americans (and non-Americans) when defining Black music.  This 

often creates a tension between the individual composer’s experience, and the collective 

historical experience of those who share his or her racial identity.  The conscious decision 

of what influences to allow to be present in your music is one that is complicated in that 

there will always be critics.  In the case of the Black composer, however, Robin points 

out that they “have been criticized in both African-American and White intellectual 

circles for refusing to embrace mainstream commercial trends.”39 This tension is one that 

Undine Smith-Moore refers to saying: 

‘Black music,’ whether in the black community or in the popular media, was 
equated only with blues, jazz, gospel, rock, and rap idioms.  African-American 
classical or concert music was considered to be elitist or bourgeois by many blacks 
as well as whites, who forgot that ‘for a Black person, becoming a trained 
musician–one who could read and write music–has always been an 
antiestablishment act.40 
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 The conundrum of identity is one that has had implications on the business of 

music publishing as well.  Lomax states, “the inability to sufficiently define the product, 

and its creator, severely limits the ability of any willing party to adequately market the art 

music of Black Americans to anyone, let alone Blacks, when artist and product lack a 

secure identity.”41 This is a consequence of Black composers expanding their art beyond 

definitions that are limited to “sound,” making the question of identity even more critical.   

 The shifting nature of the definition is exemplified in two separate accounts when 

Dr. Anderson addresses the question.  In 2003 Dr. Anderson says of Black music:  

I think for some people it does have a sense of meaning, but for me it doesn’t.  If 
you asked me what White music is, I couldn’t tell you, any more than I can tell 
what Black music is.  I think that once you start trying to make these 
identifications and attempting to become specific, you are almost chasing a 
shadow.42  

 
Prior to that, in 1978 from David Baker’s The Black Composer Speaks, Dr. Anderson 

defines Black music as simply: “[a]ny composition written by a Black composer.”43  

 The definition being simplified to one that is only concerned with the race of the 

composer is a perspective that was shared also by Undine Smith-Moore who referred to 

Black music as a “house of many mansions.”  She goes on to say that Black music “is 

simply music written by a black man.”44 The importance of this perspective is that it 

actively works against what some call a “ghettoization” of Black music.  The approach to 

Black music being categorized by a particular set of musical characteristics creates a 
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transfer of value of the particular “sound” to being representative of the body of 

composers rather than the specific genre in question.   Composer Dorothy Ruth-Rudd 

says of this issue, “it is almost as though black people are ghettoized in the general 

culture to do only certain kinds of music.  It is almost as if the black classical composer 

doesn’t exist.”45  Put another way, ghettoization says if jazz equals Black music, and jazz 

is considered second class, then Black music is second class. 

 In considering choral music and the programming of spirituals, this issue of 

ghettoization has some validity. Often, the placement of a selection from this genre is at 

the end of a concert after the more “serious” music has been performed.46  There can be 

any number of reasons for this placement.  In the book Choral Music: Methods and 

Materials, Barbara Brinson states that towards the end of a choral concert the choir tends 

to be “vocally, mentally, and emotionally fatigued”47 and that there is a tendency for the 

last songs to leave a lasting impression (as they tend to be tunes that the audience leaves 

singing). This seems to suggest that there could be some connection between these extra-

musical factors and the choice to use spirituals at this point in the concerts.  

 There is little to no research regarding the reasons conductors specifically choose 

spirituals for this particular point in a performance.  To be sure, this study does not 

suggest that the performing of spirituals is problematic.  On the contrary, what is being 

suggested is that the study of spirituals be included more intentionally and critically from 
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an academic standpoint when broaching the topic of American music history, which is 

inextricably connected to America’s racial history.  This level of cultural engagement 

should not, however, be a stopping point in examining the contributions of Black 

American composers.  As Andre Thomas states, “The early arrangers of the spiritual 

were indeed musicians of the highest quality…Many of these arrangers were composers, 

but found that during the time at which they lived, acceptance of their non-spiritual work 

was extremely limited.”48   

 It is not a surprise that there are a substantial number of Black composers who 

specialize in settings of the Negro spiritual.  This is sometimes a result of the 

aforementioned circumstances that the only way that many composers were allowed to 

enter the mainstream consciousness was through that particular genre of expression.  This 

legacy has its roots in the reality that the efforts to systematically and purposefully 

develop and preserve the music of the Black American cultural history was intended as a 

method of connecting Black audiences to that history, as well as a manner in which the 

composer himself/herself paid homage to that history.  A primary reason so many Black 

composers currently skew much toward the spiritual is a continued expression of pride in 

their history, but there is also the perspective that that they have been subconsciously 

socialized to do so. 

 As bell hooks states “Education for critical consciousness is the most important 

task before us.”49  While it is not the position of this study that the suppression of non-

spiritual music by Black composers is currently an intentional behavior, it is the outlying 
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result of an overt system of oppression from the past, and thereby must be intentionally 

addressed in order for the effects to be reversed.  Part of that intentionality is the 

widening of the lens through which choral conductors approach programming in general. 

In many cases, this would mean that choral conductors would be required to expand their 

approach to variety from a primarily musical perspective (style, key, genre, language, 

performing forces, etc.) to also considering sociological perspectives (gender, race, etc., 

of the composer).   

 

Function of Black Music 

 The importance of the role of the Black composer is expressed by Smith-Moore: 

The primary function of any artist…is to convey as honestly as he can his personal 
vision of life.  Since the artist belongs to the most sensitive segment of any society, 
a Black composer in contemporary America, aware of his own plight and that of 
his people, could scarcely avoid some expression reflective of these conditions50   

This idea of “function” is one that is unique to the arts as artists are simultaneously 

participants in, active observers of, and commentators on, the society in which they live.  

Because of this, the voice of Black composers presents a particularly critical perspective 

that can be a benefit to all Americans, not just specifically Black Americans.   

 As Banfield says, “For many of these Black composers, Black American music, 

social philosophy, and European structural principles coexisted in, were very much alive 

in, and were comfortably interwoven in, their music.”51  The perspective that is offered 

by the Black American composer is one that allows for society as a whole to engage its 

collective experience in a much more inclusive and critical way, as it invites a 
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representative voice of the Black American to be an active part of the discourse.  This is 

especially true if that representative voice is taken on its own terms as opposed to being 

limited by preconceived expectations.  

 Olly Wilson addresses the issue of “sharing experience” in an interview with 

William Banfield:  

The context of an African American composer writing music in 1965 is different 
from an African American composer writing music in 1995 in some respects.  And 
yet in other respects it is not different.  Still, the thing that makes the person 
compose is that fundamental urge to engage and try to reflect upon experience.52  

It is well understood that, for the Black American composer, the spiritual has deep 

historical significance, but some of these individuals were not raised in such 

environments where the spiritual was an overtly prevalent component of their lives.  

Furthermore, some grew up in environments that would lead them to agree with 

composer H. Leslie Adams, who “found the racial climate, from my standpoint, from my 

response to circumstances, quite positive.  I felt I was accepted and received well in all 

kinds of cultural situations.”53 These composers who present these experiences represent 

an important contribution to the diverse expression of Black music.   

 The research would suggest here that there is a function Black composers fulfill 

that is critical to the process of a well-rounded American musical experience.  When the 

voice of the Black American composer is limited to the spiritual, what is omitted often is 

the voice that speaks to today’s society.  Banfield says, “American concert music cannot 

be defined or adequately described without the inclusion of the background lives, 

perspectives, and music of African American artists, primarily because so much of what 
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has shaped this country aesthetically was done by black artists.”54 While his quote refers 

to instrumental music, it is relevant to choral music as well.  Expanding on this 

perspective, this inclusion cannot contain imposed expressive demands that would not 

allow the composer to speak their experience in their own voice.  

 It is critical that artists are given safe space to be who they are.  In this sense, it is 

tantamount to allowing a person to speak in their own language to communicate their 

own story.  The freedom to communicate in one’s own language enables the teller to 

become a valuable conduit in sharing the story of their community.  Lomax says, “In 

many ways, function can be equated with relevance as it is often one’s function that 

makes the connection to one’s community most evident.  It would seem that consensus 

can be drawn…around the Black composer’s chief function being that of a 

communicator, in the widest sense of the word.”55  

 

Perspectives of Blackness as an Asset 

 Identity is a core issue in the lives of many Black composers.  An unfortunate 

outcome of the racial tension that has existed in the United States is the fact that 

“Blackness” is something that often has to be consciously chosen to be or not be 

expressed.  The landscape of the social-musical climate must be shifted so that Black 

composers are encouraged to be who they are as individuals without concern of how their 

music expresses a preconceived aesthetic.  The research suggests that the most successful 

Black composers are those who have “come to see their Blackness as an asset, as a 
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composite of three vast cultures (African, European, American) harmonized in a single 

consciousness leading to the creation of an idiosyncratic cultural product.”56   

 In an interview with Colin Clarke, Dr. Adolphus Hailstork summarizes his growth 

in terms of seeing his heritage as an asset: 

I am an African-American.  There exists a distinct and rich African-American 
musical heritage that is more than pop, but has influenced worldwide popular 
music.  That legacy, beginning with the slave songs, is an important part of me 
which I had overlooked in my attempt be a classical modernist.  Over the decades 
of my career, I have written some pieces with zero African-American idioms, 
some other pieces strongly drawing from that rich vein, pieces with Euro-
American and African-American styles juxtaposed, and some with both blended in 
varying strengths.  My journey to self increasingly has included music idioms of 
my people, the gift handed down as folk music, or church music, or jazz, or 
blues.57 

 
 There is at this point a risk that one may conclude that the research suggests two 

opposing arguments, but in reality the arguments are two sides of the same coin.  The 

complex dynamics of the role that Black composers play socially and musically would 

certainly highlight this dichotomy.  As Olly Wilson states, “In the early 21st century, we 

are witnessing a revolution, a weakening of the artistic suppression that has historically 

hindered the work of Black composers.”58  As this suppression weakens, it is important 

for Black composers to let their individual voices be heard, as each voice is an important 
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thread in the cultural tapestry.  Or as Lomax says “The answer to all of this is that I am 

Black, and it is my belief that who, and what I am must be present in my work.”59   

 Society must, however, continue to evolve in such a way that assists the Black 

composer in dealing with the scars that remain from the history of suppression; 

particularly the scars that cause a composer to believe that cultural nationalism is 

somehow a negative perspective to possess and express in his or her music.  As Dr. 

Hailstork states “There’s no harm in writing something relating to black culture…It 

didn’t hurt Bach to use German chorales or Haydn to use German folk dances.  Cultural 

nationalism has existed throughout history, and some of the strongest music grows out of 

that.”60  

 Part of what makes this evolution so critical is that marginalized populations 

inherently are faced with a difficult, and often unfair, responsibility when it comes to 

their individual achievements.  Unlike members of the dominant culture who have, by 

nature of the cultural design, been afforded the opportunity to be viewed exclusively as 

individuals; those who belong to any marginalized group, be they women, minorities, or 

the disabled, bear the weight of “representing more than yourself.” Because of the legacy 

of exclusion that Black American composers have felt historically, there is a unique 

aspect that prompts Lomax to say “with each piece the composer of African descent is 

responsible for articulating a cultural expression, ideals that may be unique or not, and in 

‘representing the race’ one must always strive towards excellence while ‘tagging’ history 
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with a colorful ‘We Were Here’ on the walls of Americas concerts halls.”61 While it may 

be safe to assume that all composers strive towards excellence in their work, many do not 

deem it necessary to carry the weight of their culture on their artistic backs.  

 In line with the overarching cultural evolution always taking place societally, 

music education as manifested through ensemble performance must evolve in the manner 

in which its teachers and conductors approach programming.  The next stage of this 

critical engagement is to prepare academic and performance environments that encourage 

Black composers to simultaneously mine from either the collective cultural heritage, or 

from their individual heritage without their “Blackness” coming into question. As Lomax 

says, “Only you can decide if the life you live is significantly Black; no one can decide 

that for you, and I don’t think that it’s right for anyone to pass judgment on the nature of 

your involvement.”62 

 

Implications For Music Educators 

 This evolution comes with many layers of implication in terms of societal impact. 

There are arguably none, however, more important than the implications on music 

education.  With regard to curricula, music educators have a wide range of perspectives 

on approaches to content.  Music educators are often given a measure of autonomy in 

course content selection that is not experienced in STEM subject areas.63  Despite this, 

the research suggests that the lack of inclusion of Black composers in the study of music 
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history is relatively consistent throughout most educational stages.  Speaking about his 

own exposure to Black composers, Dr. Hailstork said: “I was taught nothing about black 

classical composers.  Nothing! Nothing!  There’s been a very big hole, and that’s what 

I’ve been interested in filling.”64 If one considers the quality of Dr. Hailstork’s 

educational pedigree (Howard University, Manhattan School of Music and Michigan 

State University), the question arises: how does a historically Black College, a 

conservatory, and a major University not address any Black concert music in a 

significantly, meaningful and critical way?  

 To consider the era in which Dr. Hailstork received his degrees as a major 

contributor to the less inclusive content of the curricula would not be an error.  It would, 

however, be erroneous to place that era in a vacuum that has no subsequent impact on 

today’s educational content.  In his dissertation from 2013, Lomax states: 

I knew that Black people wrote all sorts of music but I was in my late twenties 
before I could name a Black composer whose output was centered around concert 
music.  I have no recollection of hearing any of their names in primary or 
secondary grades.  They were not even a part of the curriculum at the very liberal 
performing arts high school I attended, and…the contributions of Black 
composers of concert music were never once discussed in any music class I 
attended.65 

 
An important aspect not to be overlooked in this discussion, however, is the fact 

that in Dr. Hailstork’s experience the lack of inclusion of Black composers is not just an 

issue faced at predominantly White institutions (PWI).  At the time of his matriculation, 

Howard University, a Historically Black College, also seems to have neglected to include 
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any significant engagement of concert music of Black composers.  Lomax attests to this 

experience stating, “In conversations with other musicians who attended or taught at 

HBCU’s I had heard that many were not taught the work of Black composers, and could 

not play jazz or sing gospel because it was not permitted.”66  This statement frames a 

significantly obscured and confusing message that the music that unquestionably 

represents the culture at large (jazz, spirituals or gospel) is somehow deemed as being 

low art, and receives like treatment.  There is, conversely, little attention given to those 

Black composers who operate in the “high-art” forms. 

In his book Musical Landscapes in Color, Banfield explores the idea of the 

“cultural hero,” which he presents as a major contributor to the situation in which Black 

composers and their music still face resistance from the mainstream high art community.  

The “cultural hero” is a term that is used to summarize the characterization of the 

composer found in Eric Salzman’s Twentieth Century Music: An Introduction.  In this 

book, Salzman describes the composer as “a creative individual communicating personal, 

original and unique thoughts with a distinctive style and a particular point of view or 

expression.”67 Banfield believes that this perspective of the cultural hero is how we, in 

music education, have come to determine which composers get our attention for the 

purpose of critical study and documentation. 

To this point, Banfield states: “It is important to develop a broader understanding 

of ‘American cultural hero’…This pervasive mental image must be expanded, especially 

when dealing with Black artists…There is more to black cultural expression than Michael 
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Jackson.”68 What Banfield posits here is that there is a subconscious image of the 

American cultural hero that is not inclusive of the contributions of Black Americans.  

Furthermore, it has created a depiction of the Black American composer as a minor 

contributor when discussing concert music.  He goes on to say:  

This mode of thought is strongly embedded in academic and literary traditions, 
and is inextricably bound with canonical considerations in art as well.  Within this 
historical framework, black composers are invisible, considered not to have 
contributed work sufficiently significant to merit canonical inclusion, 
performance, or study.69 

 
In the case of the “American cultural hero,” education has been central in 

maintaining the status quo.  The importance of addressing this issue at an academic level 

lies in reversing the history of exclusion that was woven into the historical fabric of many 

institutions.  As Banfield states, “Unfortunately, academia as well as other recognized 

institutions of cultural education often intentionally and systematically malign the 

significant artistic and intellectual accomplishments of black culture by engaging in 

exclusionary practices.”70 It is the submission of this study that this systematic maligning 

is a root cause in the lack of diversity that is often found when conductors, particularly 

choral conductors, are seeking to include music of Black composers in their 

programming.  The subconscious legacy of this conscious bigotry is that Black 

composers have been relegated to being viewed as “one trick ponies” in terms of choral 

composition, and while the spiritual in and of itself is a genre of great depth, beauty and 

complexity, its role in the mainstream as the flagship contribution of Black choral 
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composers has been misappropriated as a holistic representation rather than a part of a 

sum total.  

Of the future of American music, Antonin Dvořák states that it must be founded 

upon the “Negro melodies.” The backlash from this comment came from significant 

members of the high art musical community such as G.W. Chadwick, a leading composer 

and one of the staple members of the New England School of composers, who responded, 

“Such Negro melodies as I have heard however, I should be very sorry to see become the 

basis of an American school of musical composition.”71 Another influential figure that in 

the American musical community objected to this assessment was composer Jon 

Knowles Paine, who at the time was the head of the music department at Harvard 

University.  Paine stated, “Dr. Dvořák is probably unacquainted with what has already 

been accomplished in the higher forms of music by composers in America.  In my 

estimation it is a preposterous idea to say that in the future American music will rest upon 

a shaky foundation as the melodies of yet a largely undeveloped race.”72 

The importance of understanding these types of perspectives is that, as Olly 

Wilson says, “one can only begin to address marginalization by coming to grips with the 

fact that it has been historical.”73  One could hardly debate that these sentiments were not 

mere outliers with regard to the dominant culture during the late nineteenth century.  

Taking into consideration that many individuals who shared these views had, as in the 

case of Jon Paine, a direct hand in shaping or influencing education curricula, it stands to 
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reason that composer Coleridge-Taylor Perkinson would say that “all of the history books 

have to be rewritten to include us”74 and why the engagement of Black composers’ music 

has lagged so far behind.  

One of the outcomes of a more diverse representation of music by Black 

composers is the potential for more intellectual engagement of these works, which can 

then lead to a critical discourse relating to cultural critique.  Olly Wilson says, “The art of 

a particular culture reflects the way people of that culture interact with the world of sound 

and the world of space and time.”75 The Black composer often has something to say 

about the society in which he lives.  This is not to suppose that all composers have a 

component of activism in their music. It is, however, an acknowledgement of what 

Smith-Moore characterizes as “the anti-establishment act” of being a Black American 

classical composer.  In many cases, their presence is enough to change the course of the 

conversation.  

As Walker-Hill states, “knowledge of these composers and their music provides a 

more accurate sense of American music history and literature.  There is also a need to 

correct the stereotyped concept of the “black experience.”76 These issues are important 

not only because of their impact in the realm of music and the other arts, but also because 

of their impact on the larger society.  The connection between education and society is 

such that in the classroom there is potential to help us “to move away from narrow 
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notions of black identity, and to affirm multiple black identities and varied black 

experience,”77 a critical component of social evolution.  

Black History Month (BHM) presents a unique set of circumstances in terms of 

this topic.  As with the case of identity, there is not a unanimous opinion from the Black 

composer community toward this issue.  It has, traditionally, become a time when the 

musical contributions of Black composers have been highlighted during a concert season 

or school year.  Dr. Hailstork says, “For two months of the year, we get to showcase our 

works, and if some conductor begins to champion them, they will take these works to 

other orchestras during other months of the year.  And from that your performance base 

grows.”78   

While the “showcase” perspective views BHM as an opportunity for focused 

attention to be paid to Black music, other composers see it as a misused tool enabling 

Black music to be ignored for the other 11 months.  To this point, Mark Robin stated, 

“African-American music is often relegated to special events outside the main classical 

season, like Black History Month concerts or Martin Luther King, Jr. Day 

celebrations.”79 Banfield cosigns this perspective saying, “February remains the busiest 

month for many Black American composers, and ASCAP and BMI performance points 

are the highest during January and February, because then it is ‘okay’ to feature the music 

of a black American composers.  Unfortunately, it seems that no matter what impact 
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those premieres or first-time exposures have on concert audiences, the music is rarely 

included in a regular, repertoire concert season.”80 

The reference to the “main classical season,” or “repertoire season” is one that 

finds its counterpart in the classroom in terms of the larger curriculum.  Lomax says “The 

art music of Black composers should not be taught as a separate unit or segment of the 

curriculum…They should be placed in sequence with the European and Euro-American 

composers.”81 This is not to be interpreted as being against BHM, however.  It is, in fact, 

more in line with how conductor/composer Leslie Dunner describes BHM: 

Black History Month is fine because you can target some folks, but it has to 
happen on a regular basis and be a part of the regular consumer diet—the same 
way we see Easter as a celebration of Christ rising from the dead, if you follow 
Christianity, or Christmas and Thanksgiving as times for family. It is a celebration 
that is targeted for one specific time.  But it is something that we do on a regular 
basis.  You don’t just give presents to friends and families on Christmas Day.  
You don’t just go out to eat a nice meal on Thanksgiving.  You don’t just go to 
church on Easter.82  

Therefore, it falls to music educators to bear the lion’s share of responsibility to 

encourage a cultural shift in this area.  As Olly Wilson states “the detrimental effects of 

the marginalization of specific groups are already apparent and will become more 

pronounced as our society becomes more sensitized to exclusions…People know more, 

but the level of awareness of the music still is not as high as it should and could be.  We 

have only begun to address some of the hundreds of years of conscious omission of the 
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contributions of peoples of African descent.”83 In the area of music education, where the 

issue of culture is arguably most perpetuated, there is the greatest potential for growth. 

 

Implications for Repertoire Selection 

 The choral music community collectively has proven to have fully accepted the 

Negro spiritual as a valuable contribution to the American musical landscape.  The gate 

key of many Black composers into the mainstream of the choral area has been their 

arrangements of spirituals.  While this genre of music is a critical piece of the puzzle that 

constitutes “Black music,” the full socio-pedagogical impact of Black music cannot be 

attained without moving beyond this foundational genre.  

 Discussing issues that conductors face regarding programming, David DeVenney 

states “Too often, sadly, conductors fall into common traps.  They either program music 

that they already know and have performed before, or they are too eager to program only 

new music that is sent from publishers each year.”84 Terese Volk also addresses the issue 

of breaking out of the cycle of “performing music that they have previously performed” 

when she is advocating for a more multicultural perspective at the collegiate level.85 

 Along with the issue of programming only recycled material is the issue of 

program order.  In the same article that DeVenney advocates for conductors increasing 

their knowledge of repertoire, he also betrays a common approach to programming.  He 

states:  
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Begin with a short upbeat number…The second segment is usually historic and 
often consists of…Renaissance motets…This section is fairly “meaty,” in that the 
works are serious, usually sacred, and from a time period that is increasingly 
unfamiliar to audiences…Following these pieces is a longer work…usually the 
most difficult of the first half…often a motet by Bach or Brahms…or two pieces 
six to eight minutes long that work together…the first half ends with “dessert” 
pieces, often spirituals, since much of the first half of my tour program is 
comprised of sacred pieces.86 

 
 Taken in a vacuum as an individual perspective of an individual conductor, the 

view of spirituals as “dessert pieces” may seem relatively inconsequential.  Taken in the 

historical context laid out in this study, however, it becomes apparent that this devaluing 

of the spiritual has historic precedent, and likely has ramifications in terms of how 

seriously this music, and subsequently these composers, are engaged. 

 The perspective of the spiritual as “dessert” has roots in both the status quo 

depiction of the “American Cultural Hero,” and the overt historical racism that placed 

Black composers as second-class citizens incapable of musical contributions worthy of 

critical engagement.  Furthermore, this perspective has and does contribute to the lack of 

Black composers included in the study of music history and subsequently the 

performance of their original serious choral works.   

 To address this issue, music educators would be required to engage more critically 

the fullness of historical context of the Negro Spiritual.  Volk’s statement on 

multiculturalism can serve this particular point: “there is the concern that an inauthentic 

presentation of that music could confirm stereotypical ideas about these people.”87 

Engaging the spiritual and its arrangers in their full historical context, while also 
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examining the impact the music had on the larger American culture would help avoid the 

characteristic as dessert that diminishes the value of the works. As bell hooks states, we 

must “do more than express positive appreciation for this work, that to engage it critically 

in a rigorous way is more a gesture of respect than is passive acceptance.”88 

 Along with a more critical approach to the spiritual would be a conscientious 

engagement of original works by Black composers.  The research suggests that if social 

evolution is to be accomplished, then it is necessary for educators to consider the 

contributions of Black American composers in a more holistic manner.  In terms of 

choral music, this means that an effort must be made to include other art music by Black 

composers in the repertoire.  This approach will then promote the inclusion of composers 

who may not expend significant compositional energy setting arrangements of spirituals, 

but still are offering music that is worthy of critical study.   

  Dr. Hailstork states, “the more we’re in the public eye, the better it’s going to be 

for everybody.  I happen to think we have seen the last bastion of the country club 

mentality.  We need to get our faces out there.”89  This country club mentality is 

synonymous with the “American Cultural Hero” ideology of which Banfield spoke.  For 

marginalized populations the issue of representation is a salient concern, but 

representation in a tokenistic manner is counterproductive.  Engaging the music of Black 

composers through original works gives students and performers opportunity to gain a 

more accurate picture of how “Black music,” and subsequently American music, has 

evolved over time.  Furthermore, as Lomax states, specifically at the collegiate level, this 
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would “hopefully do much to encourage more awareness on the part of all students and, 

in turn, would possibly bring about new scholarship.”90 

 The unique nature of the original music of these composers is such that there is a 

direct connection to that of American social history. Undine Smith Moore states, 

“attention focused on the Black composer as an individual must always be given a 

broader context.”91  Because of this connection, if this music is studied critically, one can 

hardly avoid directly or indirectly engaging students and performers from a standpoint of 

social commentary.  Even the presence of these composers, at the very least, has impact 

at the base level of representation.  As research has shown, in many cases representation 

is a key ingredient to deeper, meaningful impact on marginalized populations.  

In the article “First Things First: Selecting Repertoire” for the Choral Journal, 

Hilary Apfelstadt states, “Through the repertoire we choose, we not only teach our 

students curricular content, we also convey our philosophy in terms of what we believe 

students need to learn to achieve musical growth.”92  It is submitted here that repertoire 

selection not only has the power to convey our philosophy for musical growth, but our 

philosophy for social growth as well.    
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CHAPTER 3: ADOLPHUS HAILSTORK 
 

Biography 

 Adolphus Hailstork (b. 1941) received his doctorate in composition from Michigan 

State University, where he was a student of H. Owen Reed (1910-2014).  He had 

previously studied at the Manhattan School of Music under Vittorio Giannini (1903-

1966) and David Diamond (1916-2005), at the American Institute at Fontainebleau with 

Nadia Boulanger (1887-1979), and at Howard University with Mark Fax (1911-1974). 

 Dr. Hailstork has composed numerous works for chorus, solo voice, piano, organ, 

various chamber ensembles, band, and orchestra.  Among his early compositions are: 

Celebration recorded by the Detroit Symphony in 1976, and two band works, Out of the 

Depths (1977), and American Guernica (1983), that won national competitions.  The 

University of Delaware Festival of Contemporary Music awarded him first prize for 

Consort Piece (1995), which was commissioned by the Norfolk Chamber Ensemble.  In 

addition he has been awarded two honorary doctorate degrees. 

 Significant performances by major orchestras (The Philadelphia Orchestra, 

Chicago Symphony Orchestra, and New York Philharmonic) have been conducted by 

leading conductors including James de Priest, Paul Freeman, Daniel Barenboim, Kurt 

Masur, Lorin Maazel, Jo Ann Falletta and David Lockington.  Symphony No. 2 

(commissioned by the Detroit Symphony), and a second opera, Joshua’s Boots 

(commissioned by the Opera Theatre of St. Louis and the Kansas City Lyric Opera) were 

both premiered in 1999.  Hailstork’s second and third symphonies recently have been 

recorded by the Grand Rapids Symphony Orchestra (David Lockington, conductor) and 
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were released on the Naxos label. A new Virginia Symphony Orchestra Naxos recording, 

An American Port of Call, was released in spring 2012. 

 Recent commissions include Rise for Freedom (2007), an opera about the 

Underground Railroad, by the Cincinnati Opera Company, Set Me as A Rock (2008) for 

chorus and orchestra, by the Houston Choral Society, and the choral ballet, The Gift of 

the Magi (2009), for treble chorus and orchestra, commissioned by the Virginia 

Children’s Chorus.  A work for speaker and orchestra, Zora, We’re Calling You (2011), 

was premiered by the Orlando Symphony.  I Speak of Peace (2013), commissioned by 

the Bismarck Symphony (Beverly Everett, conductor) in honor of (and featuring the 

words of) President John F. Kennedy, was premiered in November of 2013. 

 Some of Hailstork’s most recent works include Robeson (2014), an operatic theater 

work (written for the Trilogy Opera Company of Newark, New Jersey), and Hercules 

(“the veriest dandy slave”), a concert overture for the Grand Rapids Symphony that was 

premiered in October of 2014. Dr. Hailstork resides in Virginia Beach Virginia, and is 

Professor of Music and Eminent Scholar at Old Dominion University in Norfolk. 

 

Five Short Choral Works  

  Five Short Choral Works is a set of five unaccompanied, SATB pieces with texts 

from various sources, and with varying compositional techniques and harmonic 

approaches.  The five pieces in the set and the text authors are: I Will Sing Life (Rev. 

Arthur Graham), Nocturne (Rev. Jim Curtis), Crucifixion (traditional spiritual text), The 

Cloths of Heaven (William Butler Yeats), and The Lamb (William Blake).  While the 
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works are published as a set, they were not conceived as such.  Therefore, there is no 

identifiable connection between the works besides their performing forces.  

 All five of the works were composed between 1979 and 1984, with three of them 

being products of Hailstork’s affiliation with the Unitarian Church of Norfolk, Virginia 

where he served as choir director.  Of those three, I Will Sing Life and Nocturne were 

composed as part of an annual auction in which Hailstork offered to set any text chosen 

by the highest bidder.  In both cases the selected texts were by former ministers of the 

church: Rev. Graham and Rev. Curtis respectively.  The Lamb was composed for his 

church choir to perform during the Christmas season of 1983, while Crucifixion and The 

Cloths of Heaven were composed as a result of inspiration felt from the text and subject 

matter. 

 The socio-pedagogical benefits of this and similar music stem from their potential 

to encourage more critical cultural engagement in both the classroom and rehearsal hall.  

While the music is worthy of deeper study and analysis on its own merit, the added 

benefit to students, teachers and conductors is that the inclusion of diverse groups in 

music education has proven sociological benefits.  Therefore, these five works by this 

composer can have positive benefits in terms of representation, cultural engagement, and 

holistic consideration of American music. If students are given more diverse expressions 

of diversity, then there is greater likelihood that they will grow socially to appreciate and 

understand heterogeneous expressions of culture and be more engaged in culture 

criticism.   
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Salient Style Features 

 A complete analysis of these pieces reveals compositional practices that can be 

considered salient style of features of the composer.  These style features include: 1. the 

obscuring of conventional harmonic function, 2. the use of small motivic cells as 

thematic material, 3. the use of various techniques for text painting, 4. the use of the text 

to determine the musical form. 

 

The Obscuring of Conventional Harmonic Function 

 While under the tutelage of composer David Diamond, Hailstork developed one of 

the core elements of his composition style.  In an interview featured in Fanfare magazine, 

Hailstork states, “Diamond taught me to listen more carefully to the flow of the lines and 

chords to discover where they were leading, rather than to impose a particular arrival 

point upon them.”  He goes on later in the interview to say: 

When it comes to harmony, I generally use triadic structures for their richness, but 
run the gamut from clear functional tonality, to near-atonality. I like most to hover 
in a midrange I call ‘nebulous, or tenuous tonality’ with free contrapuntal lines and 
varying tension chords arriving at areas centered on a note rather than in a key.93 

 
 In the study of these works, “nebulous tonality” is used in two primary ways.  The 

first is in creating subtle shifts in the tonal center, with or without a corresponding change 

of key signature; the second is through harmonic sonorities that obscure the tonal center, 

in particular through unconventional chord progressions and inversions.   

 An example can be found in The Cloths of Heaven.  The text “but I, being poor, 

have only my dreams” is set with music that implies a tonal center of E-flat major, but 

through extended harmonies of E-FlatØ7add9, which resolves to an A-FlatØ7addflat9, the 
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center is not clearly established.  This allows for a shift to E major on the text “I have 

spread my dreams under your feet” (Example 1). 

Musical Example 1. Hailstork, The Cloths of Heaven, mm. 24-28.94 

                                                                     

 

The shift of tonal center earlier in the piece provides another example of nebulous 

tonality.  Beginning with an implied tonal center of D dorian, Hailstork is careful to 

ensure that the music does not cadence in this mode; thereby allowing him take 

advantage of a natural vagueness that occurs when cadential figures are absent, as he 

                                                             
94 All musical examples for Five Short Choral Works are digital scans from the Theodore Presser 

Company: Pennsylvania edition.  For the purpose of this document, extraneous staves and measures have 
been removed.  
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does at the text “The blue and the dim…” At this moment, the tonal center shifts towards 

E-flat to emphasize the shift of the text (Example 2). 

Musical Example 2. Hailstork, The Cloths of Heaven, mm. 12-15. 

 

 In Nocturne there is an example of the approach of centering on a note rather than 

in a key.  In this example, there is a key signature of E-major or C-sharp minor.  

However, it both audibly and visually is written to imply or hover around G sharp 

(Example 3a). This is reinforced by the entrance of the soprano with the melody that 

treats G sharp as tonic (Example 3b).   

Musical Example 3a. Hailstork, Nocturne, initial entrances. 
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Musical Example 3b. Hailstork, Nocturne, entrance of soprano melody. 

 

The Use of Small Motivic Cells as Thematic Material 

 Motivic development is an important aspect of Hailstork’s compositional 

technique.  A preference can be identified for utilizing smaller motivic cells as the 

building blocks by which a contrapuntal texture is achieved.   

In his setting of Crucifixion, the setting of the opening text, “My Lord,” is based 

on a series of octave B naturals that foreshadow what will become an important thematic 

element of the arrangement.  The motive of the upward leap that is followed by a 

downward resolution (Example 4) will become a consistent figure that appears in some 

form throughout the work.  In some cases it appears as large as an octave, or as a smaller 

interval such as a 3rd.  

 Musical Example 4. Hailstork, Crucifixion, mm. 1-4. 

 

 When the motive is paired with the refrain of the original melody of the spiritual 

(Example 5, in the tenor voice), one can identify that there is a relationship between the 

upward leap motive and the downward leap of the original tune.  
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Musical Example 5. Hailstork, Crucifixion, mm. 19-21. 

 

Another example of the short thematic cell is the rocking motive found in The 

Lamb (Example 6.).  This motive is introduced at the outset of the work and is present 

throughout.  It also doubles as text painting as it reflects the lullaby character of the 

poem.   

Musical Example 6. Hailstork, The Lamb, mm.1-4. 

 

 In mm. 25 through 30, the rocking motive contracts from a 6-beat iteration to 3-

beats. This modification (Example 7a) is first introduced in the soprano voice briefly, 

followed by the alto (b) and then the bass (c), where it is repeated four times.   
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Musical Example 7. Hailstork, The Lamb, mm. 26-30. 

 

Lastly, the motive returns in another version in m. 73 in the bass voice (Example 

8).  In this iteration, an interval of a major third is added to the end of the motive, thereby 

extending it to another 6-beat setting.   The difference is, however, that in this instance 

the motive is buried more within the texture of the counterpoint.   

Musical Example 8. Hailstork, The Lamb, mm. 72-76. 

 

 

The Use of Various Techniques of Tone Painting 

 A major facet of Hailstork’s compositional style is careful attention to the text. In 

an interview for the Choral Journal, Hailstork discusses his approach to selecting text 

saying: “What I do is select the words that at the time create a visceral response in me.  I 

feel a connection with them.  Usually I will go for imagery.  For me, because I came up 

as a choral man, lines are associated with images.”95  In each of the works in question, 

                                                             
95 Clarke, “Defining Self,” 42. 
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there are examples of this compositional philosophy.  In Crucifixion, Hailstork uses a 

change of texture, as well as a change of tempo to reflect the third verse of text, “He 

bowed His head…”(Example 9). Prior to this point, each verse was set with a 

contrapuntal texture featuring up tempo, energetic rhythmic play between the sections 

with a marcato articulation.  This texture continues until m. 56 where a point of 

homophony on the word “Lord” ends the verse.  Following a dramatic pause, the final 

verse begins with a markedly slower tempo with longer note values in a legato 

articulation. 

Musical Example 9. Hailstork, Crucifixion, mm. 54-59. 

  

 Hailstork’s approach to setting the text is also reflective of his time studying in 

France with Nadia Boulanger.  Of this experience he states: “What I took away from that 

class was the notion that we composers should pay careful attention to the voicing, the 

distribution of sound in every chord, that a C-major triad is a particularly voiced C-major 

triad.”96  In The Cloths of Heaven, the most homophonic of the five works, one can see 

this careful usage of voicing in his setting of the word “spread” in the line “I would 

spread the cloths” (Example 10).  The music approaching this text begins with the pitches 

                                                             
96 Clarke, “Defining Self,” 42. 
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E and F that spread to a six-voice A-flat min9add11 chord.  The voicing of this chord is 

such that it contains what is, to this point in the work, the largest intervallic distance 

between the lowest voice (the bass) and the highest voice (the soprano).   

Musical Example 10. Hailstork, The Cloths of Heaven, mm. 21-24. 

 

 

The Use of the Text to Determine the Musical Form 

 Hailstork’s approach to form in these works is almost exclusively text-based, 

which subsequently leads to each of these five works having its own unique formal 

structure.  In some cases this results in some version of through-composition while in 

others there is a formal organization with repeated musical elements.  Crucifixion, for 

instance, is an example in which the text is organized to include formal repeated sections, 

in this case, verse-refrain organization.  Thusly, the music is reflective of this structure.  

 The Lamb is an example in which the musical material is connected to the text in 

such away that the relationship between the conceptual ideas presented in the text as 

opposed to the poetic form is represented in the musical setting.  The poem by William 

Blake is divided into three conceptual ideas. First, the speaker questions the Lamb of his 
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knowledge of his maker; then tells the Lamb who his maker is; and finally identifies 

ourselves with the maker.  Each of these ideas represents a formal division in the musical 

setting (Figure 1).   

 
Figure 1. The Lamb text division.97 

 The first questioning idea is set in G-mixolydian mode with canon-like interaction 

between the soprano and bass voices.  This is accompanied by the rocking motive in the 

alto and tenor voices.  The first and third ideas are conceptually related in that the first is 

the question while the third is the answer.  Hailstork reflects this relationship in three 

specific ways.  First, the direct connection to the first idea is shown by the return of the 

canon-like interaction between the bass and soprano voices (Example 11a).  Second, the 

rocking motive, which, if interpreted not only as representative of the lullaby character of 

the work but also as the instability inherent in the question of identity, has been replaced 

                                                             
97 All text copied from Theodore Presser Company: Pennsylvania edition of Five Short Choral Works.   
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by sustained pitches F and A-flat that represents firm grounding or stability (b).  Third, 

Hailstork changes from the more aurally ambiguous D-dorian to the key of A-flat major 

(c).   

Musical Example 11. Hailstork, The Lamb, mm. 54-59. 

 

 Two of the pieces, The Cloths of Heaven and Nocturne, use minimal repeated 

formal material.  An analysis of the content of The Cloths of Heaven shows that there are 

three large divisions of the text. The first includes lines 1 through 4; the second lines 5 

and 6; and the third, lines 7 and 8.   

 
Figure 2. Text division of The Cloths of Heaven. 

 The first division is the speaker’s vivid description of the cloths.  In the second 

division he expresses his unfulfilled desire to offer the cloths to his loved one, and the 
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sobering acknowledgement that all he has to offer is his dreams, and the final division is 

his offering of those dreams. 

 Hailstork utilizes multiple techniques to delineate the sentiments contained within 

these three large sections, as well as to give individual lines their own character that is 

appropriate to their content. One of the overt techniques that he uses is to begin each 

section with reduced voicing.  The first section begins with a soprano and two altos.  The 

second section begins with a duet between the tenor and alto, and the third begins with 

two altos and a tenor.  

 There are, however, more subtle methods of outlining form in this work.  The first 

large section is unified by a continuous texture with no composed stoppages of sound.  At 

the text “the blue and the dim and the dark cloths of night,” Hailstork introduces the first 

tonal shift with a series of progressions that orbit around E-flat major.  This is in contrast 

to the brighter sounding D-dorian mode of the first two lines.  

 The second division of the text, lines 5 and 6, is not only unified with an extensive 

use of divisi voices, but also an increased level of volume and the fermata ending the 

section.  There is a break in the continuous texture that is followed by a change of voicing 

preceding line 6 (But I, being poor, have only my dreams), that is representative of the 

micro division that is present due to the subtle shift of the textual content.   

 The third division contains lines 7 and 8.  In this section, the tonal center shifts 

from A-flat major to E-major and features a subtle usage of recapitulatory material by 

echoing a procedure that only appears in the very opening of the work. Until this point 

the opening measures were the only time the text has been repeated.  As with those early 

measures, there is a trio of voices (AAT) presenting the text followed by an exact repeat 
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of the text with full voicing.  The last line of the work is set as a smaller division of the 

section, which is preceded by a fermata before the soprano, tenor, alto and bass 

sequentially present the words “tread softly.”  
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CHAPTER 4: ANALYSIS OF FIVE SHORT CHORAL WORKS 

No. 1: I Will Sing Life 

 The first work of the set, I Will Sing Life, is set in the key of D major primarily, but 

features an emerging tonality of C-sharp minor.  The form of this piece is mostly through 

composed to fit the form of the poem.  The text by Arthur Graham reads: 

Sing! I will sing! 
If none will sing of life, 
Then I will sing its praise. 
Not in the treble voice of youth, 
Not on instruments of one string, 
Not by happy sounding brasses, 
Nor by cadence sounding on drums 
would I praise life as those  
who sing hymns only to the sun. 
 
Forgetting nature in torment 
Man in agony 
I would sing soft and sad, 
surging with emotion,  
remembering pain, 
fear and death. 
 
The swamping morass and seed beds too  
where courage and life began to bloom, 
And man in sweat quivered at what he saw, 
and man spoke in verse and ballade and epic,  
recounting glory, learning self. 
 
Hailing life, as the deep surge to be. 
If none will sing of life  
then I will sing its praise, 
singing with deep voice  
the hymn that extols restless beings  
tense with destiny. 
If none will sing of life  
then I will sing its praise. 

Figure 3. Poem I Will Sing Life. 

 The text controls the form of this work.  In this case, the poem features no repeated 

internal stanzas, but there is a return of the lines “If none will sing of life, then I will sing 

its praise” as a final refrain.  This repeat of text is represented in the work by a repeat of 
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the same music from the opening as transitional material before moving to coda-like 

material in m. 167.   

 The piece opens with a three-voiced contrapuntal texture that is set with 

soprano/alto against the imitative tenor voice (Example 12a).  This material reappears in 

m. 121.  In the second iteration, however, the composer utilizes stimmtausch and flips the 

soprano and tenor voices (Example 12b).  Keeping the alto voice the same essentially 

causes an inversion of the first 20 measures.   

Musical Example 12a. Hailstork, I Will Sing Life, mm.1-5. 

 

Musical Example 12b. Hailstork, I Will Sing Life, mm. 120-124.  

 

 Throughout the contrapuntal section there are structural moments of homophony 

that occur.  The points of arrival give an aural sense of direction to the tonal pathway that 

the contrapuntal material is following.  The arrival points are: m. 19 (G major), m. 28 (B 

major), and m. 31 (G-sharp major).  At the completion of the introductory material       
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(m. 33), there is a key change from D major to C-sharp minor to introduce the next line of 

text.  This key change is facilitated by the cadential arrival on a C-sharp major chord on 

the word “praise” in m. 33 (Example 13).  

Musical Example 13. Hailstork, I Will Sing Life, mm. 29-33. 

 
 The line of text “If none will sing of life” is set with the indication “solo or soli” in 

the soprano voice.  This obvious instance of text painting is repeated twice, each time 

followed by the collective “then I will” of the other voices.  Because the first 33 measures 

are opening material, measure 34 would be considered as the musical beginning of the 

piece.  This analysis is supported not only by the settling of the tonality at the key 

change, but also by the change of texture and tempo that will prove to be the place from 

which the remainder of the piece will grow.   

 At m. 52, the B section begins with the next line of text.  After a cadence in C-

sharp minor, there is additional text painting on the text “Not in the treble voice of 

youth.” In this instance, the line is set as an ostinato in the bass voice (Example 14).  This 

is followed by the alto voice entering on the text “Nor on instruments of one string.”  

Musical Example 14. Hailstork, I Will Sing Life, mm. 53-57. 
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 The next line of text “Nor by happy sounding brasses, nor by cadence sounding on 

drums” is set in imitation between the alto and tenor.  Throughout these changes, the bass 

ostinato remains until the key change.  It is also worth noting that while the bass voice 

sings the text “Not in the treble voice of youth,” the soprano voice, the voice part most 

often sung by children, remains silent. 

 A common-tone modulation to A-flat major takes place at m. 71, and the 3-voice 

texture continues on the text “Would I praise life, as those who sing hymns only to the 

sun, forgetting nature in torment, man in agony.”  While all three voices are singing the 

text simultaneously, the setting of this text is in what could be considered a reverse 

pyramid of the completion, with each voice completing more of the line than the voice 

below it (Figure 4): 

Voice Text 

Alto:  “ Would I praise life as those who sing hymns only to the sun 
forgetting nature in torment man in agony. 

Tenor:  “Would I praise life as those who sing hymns forgetting nature in 
torment man in agony.” 

Bass:   “Forgetting nature in torment man in agony.” 

Figure 4. I Will Sing Life text completion of mm. 72-83. 

 This staggering of the complete line also contains the staggering of a descending 

motive on the words “torment” and “agony.”  This has particular affect in the bass voice, 

as the line “man in agony” is repeated two subsequent times, with the third being a 

descending half-step from B-flat to A-natural, which facilitates a destabilization of the 

tonal center as it forms an unresolved third inversion B-flat7 chord (Example 15).  
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Musical Example 15. Hailstork, I Will Sing Life, mm. 80-82. 

 

 The soprano reenters when the meter and tempo change mark the next section.  

There is onomatopoeia at m. 86 on the word “soft” in the line “I would sing soft and sad” 

with a dynamic drop to pianissimo. While there is a staggered entrance between the 

soprano and tenor, a homophonic texture is used once the alto voice enters a measure 

after the tenor.  This transitional section ends on a B-flat majaddflat9 (Example 16). This 

dissonant chord simultaneously provides a sense of ending of the section, and dissonance 

representative of the text.  

Musical Example 16. Hailstork, I Will Sing Life, mm. 87-89. 

 
 
 At the text “surging with emotion,” the change of mood found in this line of the 

poem is represented musically in a number of ways.  First, the text is set to an ascending 

line that increases in range with each repetition.  In the alto voice, the line extends from 

B-natural to E-natural in m. 90, and expands to B-flat to G-flat in m. 92.  The tenor line 

extends from G-sharp to C-sharp in m. 90 then expands to G-flat to D-flat in m. 92.  At 
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m. 95, there is a climactic repeat of the text one last time at its highest range        

(Example 17). 

Musical Example 17. Hailstork, I Will Sing Life, mm. 90-95. 

 

 

In the soprano voice, there is a delayed entrance at m. 90 that is composed in rhythmic 

diminution from the lower voice setting. 

 The bass entrance on this text serves to further increase the “surge” in the text.  

While the basses enter with an imitation of the alto at the octave, the line does not resolve 

downward from E-natural as the altos do.  It instead continues to climb to a G-flat before 

resolving down to F.  This serves to expand the line both downward and upward 

simultaneously. 
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 As the text of the poem becomes more unsettled, the music does as well. Hailstork 

sets the text “Rememb’ring pain,” with a series of repetitions that each feature the same 

contour of ascending intervals until the word “pain,” where there is an immediate descent 

(Example 18).    

Musical Example 18. Hailstork, I Will Sing Life, mm. 9-11.

 
 

 The final iteration of this line, in the basses, is set to arguably the most dissonant 

interval available, the tritone (Example 19): 

Musical Example 19. Hailstork, I Will Sing Life, mm. 98-99.  

 

 In the next measure (m. 100), Hailstork musically says that fear is a worse state 

than pain, as he sets the word to upward leaps of a minor third (soprano), minor seventh 

(alto and tenor) and minor sixth (bass), before resolving downward on “death” (Example 

20). 
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Musical Example 20. Hailstork, I Will Sing Life, mm. 100-102. 

 

 The next lines of text move along quickly as Hailstork sets them in a more 

declamatory style.  First, he begins the line of text “The swamping morass, and seed bed 

too” in the soprano, overlapping the ending of the last phrase in the lower voices.  While 

the sopranos continue to “Where courage and life began to bloom” the lower voices 

repeat, with growing intensity, “I would sing,” foreshadowing a return of the introductory 

material.  The tenors then take over the declamatory text on “and man in sweat quivered 

at what he saw” (m. 105) followed by a more homophonic SAT presentation of the text 

“man spoke, in verse and epic, recounting glory, learning self.”   

 As the piece moves to the next section of text, “Hailing life, as the deep surge to 

be,” Hailstork returns to the full SATB voicing and uses a polyphonically enlivened, 

homophonic texture.  The declamatory presentation of the text ends, and there is 

emphasis placed on the second half of this line of text, “as the deep surge to be.”  As he 

did with the first appearance of the word “surge” (m.90) Hailstork sets it musically with 

an ascending line that increases intensity with the repetition.  Structurally, he uses an 

Fm7 chord (m.118) to facilitate a return to the opening material and a return to D major 

(Example 21).  
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Musical Example 21. Hailstork, I Will Sing Life, mm. 116-120. 

 

 

 The return of the opening material is identical to the companion measures at the 

beginning of the piece until measure 141 where the bass voice enters.  Even with this 

additional voice, however, Hailstork uses identical music in different voices 

(stimmtausch). The music fully goes in a new direction at m. 145, when he continues the 

“if none will sing of life” motive in the full vocal texture as opposed to as a solo.   

 The extension of this section continues with a dramatic presentation of the “Then I 

will” text, on a first inversion G7 chord that resolves to a 2nd inversion E major.  While 

the ritardando on the “I” word, along with the large upward leap from a unison B, make 
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this declaration a powerful moment, the harmonic function of the E-major chord prevents 

there from being a feeling of completion (Example 22).   

Musical Example 22. Hailstork, I Will Sing Life, mm. 145-149. 

 

This is confirmed as the following “I will sing its praise” text resolves the tension to D-

major (Example 23).  

Musical Example 23. Hailstork, I Will Sing Life, mm. 150-154. 

 

 The G-sharp that first appeared at m. 149 can now be seen as an anticipation of the 

key change to A-flat major that will take place at the next section on the text “Singing 

with deep voice.” The same holds true for the D-sharp in the alto and bass voices in 

m.153.  The expressive marking “Lento” is utilized here to slow the tempo.  The musical 

setting features more breadth than depth as each voice part is given longer tones and the 

harmonic rhythm slows.   
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 At the next line of text “the hymn that extols restless beings tense with destiny” the 

music remains homophonic to continue the more declarative nature of the previous lines.  

The main interest at this point lies in the breaking of the rhythmic flow that has been 

established by setting the words “tense with destiny” off the beat (Example 24a).  In 

context, this rhythmic figuration along with the chord progression, Gmin6 (“beings”),    

D-flat7 in third inversion (“destiny”) (Example 24b), there is audible representation of the 

“restless beings, tense with destiny:” 

Musical Example 24a. Hailstork, I Will Sing Life, mm. 160-165. 

 

   

Musical Example 24b. Hailstork, I Will Sing Life, mm. 160-165. 

 

 

 After resolving to a Gm6 the piece returns to a key signature of C major at the 

return of the text “If none will sing of life” (m. 168). The melodic content here is related 
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to the earliest presentation of the text with the solo voice in m. 34 (Example 25a).  This 

iteration, however, rather than featuring the lone solo/soli voice, is set with all voices 

entering in staggered fashion after the tenor (Example 25b).  The contour of the soprano 

melody is reminiscent of the original setting of the text in m. 34 in contour and shape.  

Musical Example 25a. Hailstork, I Will Sing Life, mm. 34-36.

 
 
Musical Example 25b. Hailstork, I Will Sing Life, mm. 168-170 

 

 The setting of the text “I will sing its praise,” is melodically related to the 

presentation at (m. 150).  This presentation, in comparison to its companion measure, 

goes from tutti to soli rather than the inverse.  Harmonically, the entire last section 

consistently shifts between the tonal centers of G and D.  After multiple repetitions of the 

final line of text, it settles on D major, which allows the work to end in the key in which 

it began.  In terms of form, one could argue that the last 27 measures function as a coda 

that ends using an extended plagal cadence. 
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No. 2: Nocturne 

 The second work of the set, Nocturne, is described by the composer as being an 

“impressionistic tone poem.”98 The text, by Rev. Jim Curtis of Unitarian Church in 

Norfolk, Virginia, is as follows: 

Have you known the beauty of a summer night 
with a white streak of stars in a charcoal sky? 
Have you heard the insects with their countless array of sounds, 
endlessly busy through the otherwise silent night? 
Have you walked in the field with the cool wind 
and the black grass rustling around you? 
Have you at last turned your face to the brilliant sky above, 
and seen the suns floating there, each a fiery universe? 
Have you lost yourself in that broad expanse so that the black 
grass and the humming insects and the chill breeze have all vanished? 
 
Have you felt the wonder that flows without end in those mighty 
spaces where countless fires burn in the surrounding darkness? 
Have you kissed the night and its promise,  
when it turned its expectant face to your lips? 
If you have done those things, lover,  
then come and watch these skies,  
then come and watch these fields, with me, my love. 

 
Figure 5. Text of Nocturne by Jim Curtis 

 Hailstork sets this text in a similar manner to I Will Sing Life, in that he uses a 

version of through-composition that is bookended by similar material.  Harmonically, 

most of the material is a result of the horizontal melodic content.  There are, however, 

structural chords that are usually in first or second inversion.  They are most frequently 

triads with non-chord tones as opposed to 7th or 9th chords.  To reflect the mystery and 

wonder of the text, he subtly shifts the tonal center as well as avoids overt cadential 

figures.   

                                                             
98 In an interview with the author on February 3, 2016. 
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 The work opens with a unison G-sharp, which symbolizes the stillness of night.  

The stillness is broken by the entrance of the second tenor on the text “summer night,” 

which is gradually imitated in the first tenor and both alto parts (the basses enter with the 

echo material one measure after rehearsal D). The contour of this beginning melody 

expresses the calmness of the scene by only spanning the range of a fourth, and with each 

leap being followed by an interval in the opposite direction (Example 26). 

Musical Example 26. Hailstork, Nocturne, initial entrances. 

 

 

 The performance instructions are designed to yield a tapestry of sound that 

undergirds the entrance of the soprano singing the first stanza of text.  This seemingly 

disorganized beginning is representative of the chirping insects at night.  The poem is 

written in free verse. The musical rhythms are intended to follow the rhythm of natural 

speech.  This is reflected in Hailstork’s musical setting with a melodic line shaped to 

emphasize the organic stress pattern of the text (Example 27).   
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Musical Example 27. Hailstork, Nocturne, Rehearsal B.99 

 

 Hailstork states in an interview with the author, “I grew up in an Anglican church 

where we sang a lot of chant.”100  The influence of this exposure to chant material 

appears in the shape and stress of the musical line.  He is careful to place strong syllables 

on strong beats and to shape the musical contour to match the phrasing of the sentence 

structure.  The chant influence also appears in the syllabic setting of the text.  In most 

cases, words receive the number of pitches that correspond to the number of syllables.   

In some cases, as in with the word “white,” two notes may be assigned to a one-syllable 

word, but this is not generally the case. Words such as “endlessly” and “otherwise” that 

contain three syllables are set as a triplet (Example 28).   

Musical Example 28. Hailstork, Nocturne, Rehearsal C. 

 

                                                             
99 The aleatoric setting of the opening section necessitates that rehearsal letters rather than measure 

numbers will be used to in the discussion of musical examples. 
 
100 In an interview with the author on February 3, 2016 
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 The most melismatic portion of the first stanza is at the words “cool wind” and is a 

clear moment of text painting (Example 29).  

Musical Example 29. Hailstork, Nocturne, Rehearsal D. 

 

 As the first stanza concludes, the soprano voice is left in brief isolation on the line 

“have all vanished” (Example 30a.). The second stanza then begins with a cascading 

imitation of the next lines of texts (Example 30b).  The affect of the harmonic and 

melodic content is tone-painting meant to reflect the “wonder” of the speaker of the 

poem.  The echo affect also is representative of the two lines “flows without end” and 

“countless fires burn.”  

Musical Example 30. Hailstork, Nocturne, Rehearsal H. 

 

 As the poem progresses, there is an increase in the number of voice parts that are 

performing metrically measured music; beginning at the first stanza at rehearsal B with 

just the soprano voice, to the beginning of stanza two at rehearsal H with the two alto 
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voices, and finally at rehearsal I, with the tenors joining.  At this point, the tenors have 

the new lines of text (“Have you kissed the night”) while the upper voices respond 

homophonically (Example 31). 

Musical Example 31. Hailstork, Nocturne, Rehearsal I. 

  

 

 This interaction between the tenor and upper voices continues until four measures 

after rehearsal K, where not only the texture changes, but the first instance of a true 

homophonic repetition of the text takes place.  This repetition is on the line “then come 

and watch these skies, then come and watch these fields with me.”  The choice to repeat 

the text appears to be based on the poetic material shifting its perspective from “if” to 
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“then.”  This shift in poetic perspective is facilitated musically with a metrical change to 

2/4 at rehearsal K on the text “If you have done these things, lover” (Example 32). 

Musical Example 32. Hailstork, Nocturne, Rehearsal K. 

 

 
 

 The repetition of this particular text represents an increase in intensity of the 

speaker.  This increase in intensity is characterized by each repetition having its own 

character.  The first, beginning as a duet between the soprano and tenor, followed by the 

alto voice joining at “then come and watch these fields.”  The second, at rehearsal L, is 

presented completely homophonically with the full vocal texture, including the basses on 

their first “texted” entrance of this stanza.  It is set with a forte to fortissimo crescendo 

and syllabic text setting implying a forceful declarative character (Example 33).  The 

soprano melody at rehearsal L is an inversion of the same line six measures prior.   

Musical Example 33. Hailstork, Nocturne, Rehearsal L. 
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 The third iteration of this line of text is set with the outer voices against the inner 

voices.  The sopranos and basses sustain a major seventh on the word “me,” while the 

inner voices repeat the second half of the line “come and watch these fields.”  A 

diminuendo on the repeated text “come watch, my love, with me” is used to settle the 

piece towards a plagal cadence of C-sharp to G-sharp beginning at rehearsal M, carried 

out over 32 measures.   

 This cadential material consists of a return of the “insect chirping” figure from the 

beginning of the piece.  This time, however, the melodic material begins with metrically 

organized entrances of the various parts rather than aleatory.  After each voice part has 

entered on the “summer night” theme, the subsequent entrances are not measured.  

 Layered above the theme of the tenor and bass parts are soprano and alto 

repetitions of fragments of the last line of text, “With me, my love.”  Gradually, each 

voice part is absorbed into the aleatoric material on “summer night” until only a soloist 

remains, singing a repeat of the first line of text “have you known the beauty of a summer 

night?”101   

 At rehearsal P, cascading entrances from top to bottom outline a G-sharp majadd11 

cluster chord with intermittent repetitions of “summer night.”  The final five measures 

lead to a cadence in G-sharp major, but at the fermata (Example 34), the G-sharps in the 

soprano and bass voice are removed and the remaining chord tones form a Bmaj7 in third 

inversion.   

 

 

                                                             
101 Hailstork, during an interview with the author, stated that the soloist should sound as if they are 

singing “from afar.” 
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Musical Example 34. Hailstork, Nocturne, final chord. 

 

 Audibly, the G-sharp remains in the ear, so there is no sense of lacking resolution, 

but rather there is an opening up of the sound as the tonic is removed from both the top 

and bottom of the chord; as if to be representative of the endless night sky.     

 
No. 3: Crucifixion 

 Crucifixion is the only piece that is a setting of a preexisting melody. The tune and 

text of the spiritual do not have a known composer, and have been frequently set in the 

traditional “style” of the spiritual.  What makes the inclusion of this work important to 

the current study is that Hailstork’s treatment of the tune is notable within the genre, and 

can serve to advance the development of subsequent settings of this vast musical source, 

not unlike the impact of J.S. Bach’s treatment of Lutheran chorale tunes.  
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 When discussing the setting in an interview with the author, he states:  

Crucifixion is written as somewhat of an opera chorus.  Someone comes upon the 
people standing in the city square of Jerusalem and runs up to the crowd telling 
them that ‘Christ has been crucified!’ The words ‘My Lord’ have a double 
meaning because they are used as a statement saluting Jesus, but also as a horrific 
response to the situation. As it goes on, the people are describing the situation in 
the crowd, up to the obvious sadness and tone painting of ‘He bowed His head…’ 
The crowd after that begins to fade into the distance but lets out one last 
exclamation of ‘He never said a mumbling word!’ and the ‘curtain’ drops.  It’s a 
mini-drama. 

 
  In terms of form and tonality, the setting is based on the preexisting melody of the 

spiritual.  Therefore, the setting is more repetitive and less tonally fluid.  After the 

opening declarative statement of “My Lord,” the alto, bass and tenor begin what is the 

thematic support for the melodic content throughout the setting.  The texture of various 

iterations of the words “My Lord,” is the outgrowth of the initial octave leap in the 

introduction.  The texture slightly thickens at m. 10 when the soprano adds a third version 

of the material (Example 35). 

Musical Example 35. Hailstork, Crucifixion, mm. 9-12. 

 

 The alto and tenor voices then enter with the tune of the spiritual at m. 12.  

Throughout the work, the treatment of this tune grows in complexity.  In the first verse, it 
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has no variation and only basic accompanimental material.  There is slight modification, 

however, at the end of the verse 1 (m. 15) where Hailstork cuts the last word two beats 

short by inserting a measure of 2/4 (Example 36) 

Musical Example 36. Hailstork, Crucifixion, mm. 16-18. 

 

 The refrain is also related to the “My Lord” material.   At m. 23 the return of this 

motive is used to anticipate the beginning of the next verse.  The second verse is set with 

a more dense texture as the story becomes more intense.  In this setting, the soprano and 

tenor are paired on the main theme, while the bass and alto provide accompanimental 

figuration. With each verse the melody is modified as well.  Here, it goes from being in 

unison octaves to now having one voice offset from the other by a beat, creating an 

imitative texture.  Also, there is a slight variation in the second voice, both in rhythm and 

intervals as seen in Musical Example 37.  The addition of the D-natural in the soprano 

also is a subtle change that has beautiful effect.  

Musical Example 37. Hailstork, Crucifixion, mm. 26-28. 

 

 The accompanying material increases in activity in this verse as the bass voice 

interjects a declamatory echo of “and they nailed him to a tree” at m. 28 that is based on 
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the “and he never said a mumblin’ word” melody (Example 38a).  The alto follows with 

exclamatory material at m. 29 (Example 38b). The addition of these interjections aids in 

the thickening of the texture as well as the growing intensity of the basic affect.  

Musical Example 38a. Hailstork, Crucifixion, 28-29. 

 

Musical Example 38b. Hailstork, Crucifixion, mm. 29-30. 

 

 In the same way he set I Will Sing Life Hailstork, adds variety to the melody when 

it repeats by utilizing stimmtausch between the tenor and soprano (Example 39) at m. 30.   

Musical Example 39. Hailstork, Crucifixion, mm. 29-31. 

 

 The increased activity of the accompanimental voices (alto, bass) and thickening 

of the texture continues between mm. 32 and 35.  The subsequent refrain, however, is 

abbreviated as Hailstork simultaneously presents “not a word” in the soprano and alto 

while the tenor completes the previous phrase of “a mumblin’ word” in m. 36 (Example 

40a). Overlapping this more hastened presentation of the refrain is an anticipatory 
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entrance of the bass on the text of the third verse “They pierced him in the side” at m. 37 

(Example 40b). 

Musical Example 40, Hailstork, Crucifixion, mm. 35-38. 

 
 The tenor has the melody in this verse and is accompanied by material in the 

soprano and alto that features completely new treatments of the melodic content.  The 

alto is in unison with the soprano until the word “side” where it then descends a minor 

3rd to a B-natural and creates a suspension with the soprano that resolves to the C-natural 

in m. 39 (Example 41).  This material is indicative of the “piercing” that is the subject of 

this verse.  

Musical Example 41. Hailstork, Crucifixion, mm. 38-39. 

 

 Unique to this verse is also a division of the main theme.  After the tenors present 

the primary melody, they switch to accompanimental material at m. 40 while the soprano 

takes over the remainder of the theme (Example 42).   
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Musical Example 42. Hailstork, Crucifixion, mm. 38-40. 

 

 At m. 41, the alto and tenor disrupt the verse with an out-of-place interjection of 

the refrain text “not a word,” almost as if a consequence of the story being spread to more 

people in the crowd, thus causing overlap and confusion (Example 43a).  As the verse 

repeats, the tenors return with the main theme, but this time the soprano and alto have 

increased tension in their melodic material as it is set in fourths (Example 43b). 

Musical Example 43. Hailstork, Crucifixion, mm. 41-43. 

 

 The return of the refrain at m. 46 is more forceful, extended and developed.  The 

theme is set in all parts in an imitative fashion and with a crescendo from fortissimo on 

the upward leap at “not a word” (Example 44).  
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Musical Example 44. Hailstork, Crucifixion, mm. 45-46. 

 

The contrapuntal activity in all parts is at its height with additional text being 

interwoven. Of particular note is the new, related melodic content between the tenor and 

alto parts at mm. 48 (Example 45a) and 52 respectively (Example 45b). 

Musical Example 45a. Hailstork, Crucifixion, mm. 47-49. 

 

Musical Example 45b,. Hailstork, Crucifixion, mm. 51-53. 

 

The contrapuntal, highly rhythmic material of the preceding verse is brought to a 

sudden halt at m. 53 on a sustained F-sharp maj7 in third inversion that resolves to a root 

position F-sharp major triad.  The tone painting of the next section is clear, as both the 

texture and tempo reflect the text.  Melodically, there are also text-painting components 

that are notable.  The descending melody that the basses sing at m. 58 (Example 46b) is 

inverted from the ascending direction of the original (Example 46a), and serves to further 
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establish the sadness of the text.  This downward melodic contour is imitated in all parts 

as they enter.   

Musical Example 46a. Hailstork, Crucifixion, mm. 27-28. 

 

Musical Example 46b. Hailstork, Crucifixion mm. 57-59. 

 

 As the texture becomes more contrapuntally dense, the basses continue singing the 

melody in its unaltered form.  The upper three voices weave in and out of tension chords 

with dissonances reflective of the text.  At m. 67 on the text “and died,” Hailstork pauses 

on a G major chord in root position that moves to an open spaced G–A–B–C-sharp 

cluster.  The spelling of the chord is G–B–C-sharp–A, with a cross voicing between the 

tenor C-sharp and the alto B-natural (Example 47).  In audible context, the chord moving 

from the finality of the root position GM chord to the dissonant cluster seems to posit the 

unfinished nature of Christ’s death.   

Musical Example 47. Hailstork, Crucifixion, m. 69. 

 
 The mourning that takes place after death is represented in an isolated, hummed 

soprano tune at m. 69 that is based on the main theme (Example 48). At the conclusion of 
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the humming tune, new content is introduced on modified refrain texts “Oh my Lord, not 

a word.”  The gradual increase in tempo and volume is representative of the movement of 

the crowd away from the scene of the crucifixion.  Dissonances of minor and major 

seconds continue to create the tension found in the text.  After the accompanimental 

pattern is firmly established, at m. 78 the soprano reenters with the refrain. 

Musical Example 48. Hailstork, Crucifixion, mm. 70-73. 

  

 The refrain in this new iteration is repeated twice.  After the refrain is repeated, the 

second phrase is then given coda-like treatment as it is extended by the oscillation 

between V–i.  While this is taking place, the soprano and altos are repeating their 

material on “my Lord, a word,” with all parts gradually diminishing until settling on a B7 

chord in m. 103. 

 The melodic content of the mourning hum tune found at m. 69 returns as a final 

explosive unison declaration of  “And he never said a mumblin’ word” at m. 104 

(Example 49).  This leads into a return of the opening material that resolves emphatically 

to a B major chord to conclude the work.  
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Musical Example 49. Hailstork Crucifixion, mm. 103-106. 

 

 

No. 4: The Cloths of Heaven 

 The Cloths of Heaven is the most homophonic of the pieces.  The form is the most 

purely through-composed as it does not contain any repeated sections as do I Will Sing of 

Life and Nocturne.  Harmonically, this work is the most fluid with regard to its tonal 

center and is most reflective of the nebulous tonality to which Dr. Hailstork refers. This 

shifting tonality is further supported by the use of chords with extended harmonies of 9th 

and 11th. These chord spellings, tonal shifts and unusual inversions also serve the purpose 

of creating an ethereal space, as suggested by the text’s references to heaven and dreams. 

 Throughout the entire work there is a constant manipulation of meter in order to 

accommodate the text stress.  This occurs in mm. 6 through 7 where the meter shifts from 

4/4 to 3/4 at the text “heavens’ embroidered” (Example 50) to ensure that “heav” of 

heaven and “broi” of embroidered are both on down beats.  
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Musical Example 50. Hailstork, The Cloths of Heaven, mm. 4-7. 

 

 Considering the approach of hovering on a note rather than in a key, the setting 

hovers around pitch D.  It opens with a melodically fluid setting of the first line of text 

featuring just the soprano and two altos.  This is followed by a repeat of the same melodic 

material with the full vocal texture.  Beginning at m. 4, the D pitch of the soprano is 

harmonized in the lower voices by an F chord in second inversion that immediately 

moves to what should be just a passing chord of E7 in second inversion.  This latter 

chord, however, is given more important treatment by its rhythmic setting. Harmonic and 

melodic characteristics such as this typify the somewhat unconventional usage of 

functional harmony of this setting. 

 Following the repeat of the opening line of text, the first tonal shift of the work 

takes place at m. 13, at the text “the blue and the dim.”  The shift is from D to E-flat and 

is facilitated by the sustained A-minor chord on the word “light” in m. 12 (Example 51a).  

Following that pattern from mm. 13-20, the harmonic progression can be seen as 

characterizing the content of the text. This progression is: E-flat major in second 

inversion (“blue”)- EØ7 in first inversion (“dim”), GΟ in first inversion (“dark”), AØ7 

(“night”)- Dmaj (“light”), B-flatØ7add9 (“half-“), B-flatØ7 (“-light”) (Example 51b). 
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Musical Example 51. Hailstork, The Cloths of Heaven, mm. 12-15. 

 

 

 The section beginning at m. 20 also features subtle instances of text painting.  The 

text of this section is “I would spread the cloths under your feet.”  A unison F pitch in the 

alto and tenor begins a series of staggered entrances that continue until the word 

“spread,” which is set as an A-flat9add11 chord.  This chord features the largest interval 

between the soprano and the bass, but the resolution of the chord also contains text 

painting.  The chord resolves on the word “cloths,” which is held for an extended period 

of time.  Hailstork said of this, “I imagined at this point a large cloth gently settling, 

covering a large surface area.”102  Analysis of this chord also shows that it is, in fact, two 

chords intermingled.  The first chord is an E-flat7 in second inversion. The second chord 

is F major (Example 52).  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                             

102 In an interview with the author on February 3, 2016 
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Musical Example 52. Hailstork, The Cloths of Heaven, mm. 23-24. 

 

 The tonality shifts to an A Ø7 add9 in first inversion on the word “feet” in m. 26.  

The next line of text “But I being poor” begins on a C-minor7 chord that moves to B-flat7 

add9 in third inversion, to an E-flat first inversion that expands outward to an EØ7add9, 

resolving to an A-flatØadd flat9.  This series of chord progressions, while visually treating 

tonic as A-flat, audibly distorts the tonic by the thickness of the chord spellings.  The 

outcome is that when there is the resolution to A-flat, it does not sound satisfyingly 

resolved. 

 Arguably the starkest transition between sections takes place at m. 35 on the text “I 

have spread my dreams under your feet.” This section begins on a G-sharp chord, which 

is actually an E-major7 with the root deferred by one beat.  The line then moves to a G-

sharp minor in first inversion at m. 36 before ultimately settling on a C-major chord in 

second inversion. The repeat of the text is characterized by a change of meter to 5/4, thus 

allowing the lengthening of the word “I” and the word stress to remain the same 

(Example 53).   
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Musical Example 53. Hailstork, The Cloths of Heaven, mm. 33-43. 

 

 
 

 The repetition of the melodic line resolves to a sustained C+add11.  This is followed 

by the direct word painting on “tread softly,” which ultimately settles on a Dmaj7flat5 in 

m. 46 (Example 54). 

Musical Example 54. Hailstork, The Cloths of Heaven, mm. 44-46. 

 

 The final four measures of music (Example 55) feature a cadential figure that is 

both conventional and unusual.  The soprano sings a fairly typical descending cadential 

line.  In discussing this section of the piece, the composer refers to it as if it were 
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conceived in F-minor.  If the chords are respelled in to reflect this, then the soprano 

pitches would be E-flat, D-flat, C, or 7-6-5.  The harmonization of this melody is, 

however, unusual.  In F-minor, the chords would be A-flat min in second inversion, A-

flat min11, F major. While conventional functional harmony is not strongly considered in 

this work, the piece does exhibit a measure of symmetry as the first and last chords are 

the same.  

Musical Example 55. Hailstork, The Cloths of Heaven, mm. 49-52. 

 

 

No. 5, The Lamb 

 No. 5 of the set, The Lamb, is a setting of the popular text by William Blake.  The 

piece begins with the introduction of the rocking motive in the tenor and alto voices, 

followed by the soprano entrance with the text of the poem.  At m. 14, the basses enter 

with canon-like material one measure after the sopranos.  This pattern continues until m. 

25 where the texture becomes more complex with the addition of the tenor and alto on 

texted material.   

 Throughout all of the contrapuntal material, there are pairings that emerge from the 

texture, such as the tenor and altos on “woolly bright” at m. 28 (Example 56a), or “tender 

voice” between the alto and bass (Example 56b) in m. 32.  An active use of passing tones, 

staggered entrances and echoes are also characteristic of the texture, which could be 

considered polyphonically enlivened homophony.   
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Musical Example 56a. Hailstork, The Lamb, mm. 29-30. 

 

Musical Example 56b. Hailstork, The Lamb, mm. 31-32  

 
 The return of the question theme takes place at m. 37 in the tenor voice.  The 

second half of the theme is taken up by the basses in m. 41 with the last portion of text, 

“who made thee” being presented in imitation between the lower voices.  This section 

leads to a transitional section that goes from A-major to F-minor in m. 58.  The 

“question” posed between mm. 41-48 is set in such away that the imitative texture 

increasingly confuses the stress of the text by the timing of the entrances.  The first “who 

made thee?” in the bass begins on beat two, the second entrance occurs two measures 

later on beat 1 in the alto. The third is on beat three in the tenor, but seems to enter too 

soon, followed by another “early” entrance by the alto before the tenors complete the 
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phrase (Example 57).   At m. 50, there is a secondary theme in the soprano part that will 

later become closing material for the work at m. 96 (Example 58). 

Musical Example 57. Hailstork, The Lamb, mm. 43-48. 

 

Musical Example 58. Hailstork, The Lamb, closing material, mm. 50-53. 

 

 The modulation to F-minor at m. 58 marks the return of the canon-like material 

between the soprano and bass, with the previously discussed stable F–A-flat pitch 

combination in the inner voices.  The stability of the text is also reflected by a slight 

intervallic change that happens to the theme because of the key change.  The original 

iteration of the first three notes of the melody at m. 13 was D, F, G, which contains the 

mixolydian lowered 7th (Example 59a). As the key change to F-minor brings a resolution 

to the question posed in the text, so does the modulation bring resolution to this interval 

as it is now D-flat, F, G (Example 59b). 

Musical Example 59a. Hailstork, The Lamb, m. 58.  
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Musical Example 59b. Hailstork, The Lamb, m. 13 

 

 Musically, the next fourteen measures are a direct repeat of the companion 

measures from earlier in the piece.  At m. 72, new transitional material is introduced that 

leads to the text “I a child, and thou a Lamb.”  Previously discussed is the “rocking 

motive 2” in the bass voice (mm. 72-76).  The scalar passages beginning at m. 86 and 

ending at m. 95 are directly related to the ascending passages found in the transitional 

section beginning at m. 77 (Example 60).  These passages are repeated in all voice parts 

until the final resolution on an A-flat major chord and the beginning of the 

aforementioned closing material. 

Musical Example 60. Hailstork, The Lamb, mm. 77-81. 

 

 Beginning at m. 104, there is a series of chord progressions that lead to a very 

quick transition and resolution in F major.  All on the text “God Bless thee,” the 

progression in Example 61 is (with some enharmonic respelling): E-flatØ7 in third 

inversion (“God Bless”), G-flatØ7 in third inversion (“thee”). 
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Musical Example 61. Hailstork, The Lamb, mm. 102-108. 

 
 The text repeats at m. 108 with the progression enharmonically spelled to be:      

A-flat min–A-flat min7–F maj (Example 62).  The piece ends with the soprano and bass 

sustaining pedal tones on C and F respectively while the inner voices sing cadential 

extension material.  

Musical Example 62, Hailstork, The Lamb, mm. 16. 
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CHAPTER 5: CONCLUSION 

 By compositional characteristics alone, Adolphus Hailstork’s Five Short Choral 

Works is representative of choral compositions that merit performance as well as critical 

study.  The compositional procedures utilized in these pieces display high levels of 

craftsmanship, creativity and originality that are specific to the compositional style of the 

composer.    

 The third work of the set, Crucifixion, presents a particularly valuable contribution 

as it advances the development of Negro spiritual settings by using programmatic 

features to represent a prescribed narrative.  While composers of instrumental settings of 

spiritual melodies have commonly utilized various forms and genres as compositional 

models, in choral music the setting of spiritual melodies are commonly limited to being 

in the “style” of the spiritual.  The Hailstork setting, while still remaining true to many 

typical characteristics of the style, introduces compositional techniques that further 

illuminate the possibilities for more varied settings of these melodies. 

 The present study suggests that these works are but a small example of a 

particularly valuable contribution from Black composers at large.  Due to the popularity 

of the spiritual as the primary representative genre of these composers, little attention is 

given to works that are not spirituals, or in the spiritual “style.”  

 Beyond the merit-based consideration of these works, the added benefit to music 

educators and choral conductors is that they enable them to further expand the inclusion 

of Black composers when engaging in critical compositional analysis.  The inclusion of a 

more diverse representation of composers can be of great asset to students who belong to 
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marginalized populations that often lack any role models in the mainstream study of 

music history.     

 The benefits of this perspective also apply to students who are in dominant culture, 

as it will enable them to become familiar with the range of diversity that exists within 

these marginalized groups.  This familiarity will assist in the process of breaking down 

stereotypes and preconceived biases that are often at the root of bigotry of all types.   
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APPENDIX: LIST OF WORKS BY ADOLPHUS HAILSTORK 

Title Medium/Genre Date Commissioned 

CHORAL WORKS 
The Battle Men's Choir 1970   

Ride On, King Jesus Men's Choir 2003   

Wade in de Wadduh Men's Choir 2003   

The Battle Men's Choir 1970   

Missa Brevis  Men's Choir or Treble 
Choir 2003   

Strong Men’s Choir/Trumpet/ 
Timpani/ Organ 2008 Ann Bowman 

Mourn Not The Dead Mixed Choir 1969   

Cease Sorrows Now Mixed Choir 1970   

Set Me as A Seal Mixed Choir 1979   

The Cloths of Heaven  Mixed Choir 1979   

Seven Songs of the Rubaiyat Mixed Choir 1981   

Music for Ten Players Mixed Choir 1982   

Now I Recall My Childhood Mixed Choir 1983   

The Lamb Mixed Choir 1983   

Arise My Beloved Mixed Choir 1983   

A Carol for All Children Mixed Choir 1983   

Nocturne Mixed Choir 1984   

I Will Sing of Life Mixed Choir 1984   

Crucifixion Mixed Choir 1984   

O Praise the Lord Mixed Choir 1991   

The Song of Deborah Mixed Choir 1993 American Guild of 
Organists 

I'll Trust in the Lord And Do the 
Best I Can Mixed Choir 1994   

And the People of the Earth Were 
Glad Mixed Choir 1994   

Hodie (Christus Natus Est)  Mixed Choir 1994 American Conference of 
Anglican Musicians 

Let the Heavens be Glad Mixed Choir 1996 West Virginia University  
Parkersburg 

Wake Up, My Spirit Mixed Choir 1998   

Go Down, Moses Mixed Choir 1998   

Dry Land Mixed Choir 1998   

Motherless Child Mixed Choir 2000   

Motherless Child (version 2) Mixed Choir 2000   

Into a Time Mixed Choir 2001   

Triumph in My Song Mixed Choir 2001   

They That Wait Upon the Lord Mixed Choir 2002      
What Conscience Dictates Mixed Choir 2002   
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Title Medium/Genre Date Commissioned 
One Light Through Many 
Windows Mixed Choir 2002   

Set Me On a Rock Mixed Choir 2007 Houston Choral and 
Orchestra Society 

Goin' Home Mixed Choir 2010   

A Good-Night Mixed Choir 2010   

This We Pray  Mixed Choir 2013   

Mourn Not The Dead Mixed Choir 1969   

Cease Sorrows Now Mixed Choir 1970   

Set Me as A Seal Mixed Choir 1979   

The Cloths of Heaven  Mixed Choir 1979   

Seven Songs of the Rubaiyat Mixed Choir 1981   

Music for Ten Players Mixed Choir 1982   

 Now I Recall My Childhood Mixed Choir 1983   

 The Lamb Mixed Choir 1983   

I am Only One Mixed Choir or         
Treble Choir 2001   

Look to this Day Mixed Choir/Band 1981   

Look to this Day Mixed Choir/Band 1981   

Whitman's Journey  Mixed Choir/Baritone/  
Orchestra 2006 Master Chorale of 

Washington, D.C. 

Stages Mixed Choir/Baritone/ 
Harp/ Handbells                  1997 Choral Arts Society of 

Washington, D.C. 
When Lilacs Last in Dooryard 
Bloomed Mixed Choir/Brass Trio 2012   

Psalm 72 Mixed Choir/Brass/Organ   1981 Chorus of Westerly, 
Rhode Island 

Carry The Message And Go Forth Mixed Choir/Brass/Piano. 1994   

My Name Is Toil Mixed Choir/Brass/Timp. 1973   

Crispus Attucks Mixed Choir/Mezzo-
Soprano /Baritone/Tenor 2005 Crispus Attucks Center 

Songs of Innocence (W. Blake) Mixed Choir/Orchestra 2000 Greenwich Conn. Choral 
Society 

Serenade Mixed Choir/Orchestra 2007 Michigan State University 
Songs of Isaiah Mixed Choir/Orchestra. 1987 Boys Choir of Harlem 

Break Forth Mixed Choir/Org./Brass/ 
Timp 1990 Evelyn White Chorale 

Shout for Joy Mixed Choir/Org./Brass/ 
Timp. 1989   

Ye Shall Have a Song Mixed Choir/Piano 1997  

Bound for the Promised Land Mixed Choir/Soprano/ 
Tenor/ Orchestra  2016 Atlanta Music Festival 

I Will Lift up Mine Eyes Mixed Choir/Tenor/ 
Orchestra 1989   

Earthrise Mixed Choirs(2)/ 
Orchestra 2005 Cincinnati May Festival 

Little David Play on Yo' Harp Treble Choir 2003   
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Title Medium/Genre Date Commissioned 
Meditation (Think on These 
Things) Treble Choir 2011   

The Gift of the Magi Treble Choir/Orchestra 2008 Virginia Children’s 
Chorus 

Dream, Child. Hope Treble Chorus/Orchestra 2010 Alabama Symphony 

I Speak of Peace Treble Chorus/Soprano/ 
Orchestra 2013 North Dakota Symphony 

SOLO VOCAL 

If We Must Die Baritone/Piano 1978   

Slave Song Baritone/Strings/Timp. 1996   

I Thank You God               Soprano/Harp 2000   

A Charm at Parting Soprano/Piano 1969   

Two Biblical Songs Soprano/Piano 1984   

Two Sonnets Soprano/Piano 1985   

Preach the Word (Song Cycle) Soprano/Piano 2005   

Sunset and Night Soprano/Piano 1995   
Thou Art the Soul of A Summer's 
Day Soprano/Piano 1997   

Tell Me Trees, What Are You 
Whispering? Soprano/Piano 1997   

Ventriloquist Acts of God (Song 
Cycle) Soprano/Piano 2002   

Songs of Love and Justice                   Soprano/Piano 1992 Hampton University 
Three Simple Songs Soprano/Piano 1993   
Go Now to Your Dwelling Place 
(Wedding Song) Soprano/Piano 2003   

Summer. Life. Song. (Song 
Cycle) 

Soprano/Piano or 
Soprano/Cl./Str. Qt. 2004   

 I've Seen the Day Soprano/Str. Bass 1983   

Who is Sylvia Soprano/Violin/Piano 2005   

Four Romantic Love Songs Tenor/Piano 2002         

Four Love Songs Tenor/Piano 1994 National Association of 
Negro Musicians 

The Lord Giveth Wisdom Voice  2012   

The Pillars of the Earth Voice/Harp 2012   

Loveliest of Trees Voice/Harp   2012   

Behold I Build A City Voice/Marimba 2012   

All Is Vanity Voice/Marimba 2012   

Yet Do I Marvel Voice/Piano 2012   

If We Must Die Baritone/Piano 1978   

I Thank You God               Soprano/Harp 2000   

A Charm at Parting Soprano/Piano 1969   

Two Biblical Songs Soprano/Piano 1984   

Two Sonnets Soprano/Piano 1985   

Preach the Word (Song Cycle) Soprano/Piano 2005   
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Title Medium/Genre Date Commissioned 

Sunset and Night Soprano/Piano 1995   
Thou Art the Soul of A Summer's 
Day Soprano/Piano 1997   

SOLO/SMALL ENSEMBLE INSTRUMENTAL 

Ghosts in Grey and Blue Brass Trio 2012   

An American Fanfare Brass/Percussion 1985   

Sonata for Cello Cello 2012   

Variations  Cello 2009   

Consort Piece Chamber Ensemble 1993 Norfolk Chamber Consort 
New York Can Can-Can Chamber Ensemble 2002        
Lacrymosa: 1919  Chamber Orchestra 1995   

My Lord What A Mourning              Chamber Orchestra 1989   

Three Smiles For Tracey Clarinet Solo 1989   

A Simple Caprice Clarinet/Piano 1987 F.G. Errante 
Crystal Clarinet/Piano 1997   

The Blue Bag Clarinet/Piano  2011   

Pied Piper of Harlem Flute 1980   

Chinese Zodiac Suite (Part 1) Flute/Harp/String Quartet 2015 Confucius Institute, Old 
Dominion University 

Fantasy on Chinese Melodies Flute/Harp/String Quartet 2012   

As Falling Leaves Flute/Harp/Viola 2002 Virginia Arts Festival 
Arabesques Flute/Percussion 1991 Debra Cross 
Sonatina Flute/Piano 1972   

Variations on "Autumn Hymn"   Flutes (2)/ Violin/Harp 1997   

Fanfares and Waltzes Guitar 1987 Tidewater Classical 
Guitar Society 

Three Preludes Guitar 1989   

Two Preludes Guitar 1993   

Two Impromptus Harp 1993   

Two by Two Horn/Trombone 2012   

Adagio and Fugue in F Minor   Organ 1997   

Fantasy on “Brother James Air” Organ 2007 Dallas American Guild of 
Organists 

First Organ Book  (incl. "Veni") Organ 1984   

Five Spirituals Organ 2000 Concordia Music 
Postlude on "We Shall 
Overcome" Organ 1998   

Prelude and Postlude on 
"Hashivenu" Organ 1999   

Prelude and Postlude on Bring 
Many Names  Organ 2000   

Prelude on "Deep River" Organ 1998   

Prelude on "Kum Ba Yah" Organ 2000   
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Prelude on "Let Nothing Evil 
Cross This Door  Organ 1997   

Suite for Organ Organ 1968   

Three Studies on Chant Melodies Organ 2005 American Guild of 
Organists 

Toccata on "Great Day" Organ 1998   

Who Gazes at the Stars Organ 1978   

Armageddon Organ/Percussion (2) 2004   

Trio Sonata Piano 1991 Roy Eaton 
Five Friends Piano 1978   

Ignis Fatuus Piano 1976   

Piano Sonata No. 3  Piano 2000   

Piano Sonata No.2 Piano 1988   

Reflections Piano 1981   

Sonata No. 1 Piano 1980   

Two Scherzos Piano 1996   

Sonata Piano (2) 1987 Marsh Series, Cincinnati, 
Ohio 

Piano Trio Piano/Violin/Cello 1985 The Nova Trio 
Bassoon Set Solo Bassoon 1996   

String Quartet No. 1 String Quartet 2002   

Within Our Gates (Film Score) String Septet 2015 Old Dominion University 
Eslanda Dances String Trio 2013   

Queen Ceremonial Fanfare  Symphony Brass 2001   

John Henry's Big Trombone/Piano 2009 Michigan State University 
Variations Trumpet 1981   

Bagatelles for Brass Trumpet (2)/Trombone (2) 1977   

Spiritual Trumpet (4)/Trombone (4) 1975 Edward Tarr 
Four Hymns Trumpet/Organ 2015   

Sonata Trumpet/Organ 2015        
Sonata Trumpet/Piano 1996   

Springtime for Elephants Tuba (2) 2013   
Lenten Mourning Tears (First 
composed of Three Meditations) Viola/Organ 2015 American Guild of 

Organists 
Lenten Mourning Tears  Viola/Organ 2016   

Sanctum Viola/Piano 1995   

Caprice Violin 2010   
Little Diversions for Lord Byron's 
Court Violin (2) 2002  

Three Spirituals For String Trio Violin (2)/Viola 2011   
String Quartet No. 2: Variations 
on Swing Low Sweet Chariot  Violin (2)/Viola/Cello 2012   

Evensong Violin/Cello 2011   
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American Landscape No.2 Violin/Cello 1978   

Baroque Suite Violin/Harpsichord  1999   

Sonata Violin/Piano 1971   

Suite Violin/Piano 1979   

Divertimento Violin/Viola    1999   

LARGE INSTRUMENTAL WORKS 
Celebration Band 1974   

Out of the Depths Band 1974   

American Landscape No.1 Band 1977 Boardman High School 
Norfolk Pride (March) Band 1980   
American Guernica Band 1983   

....And Deliver Us From Evil Band 1994 U.S. Continental Army 
Band 

The Lion's Roar  Band 2005   

Bones of Mr. Fortune Band 2013   

New Wade'n Water Band 2000 American Composition 
Forum 

Celebration Orchestra 1974 J.C. Penney 

 An American Port of Call Orchestra 1984   

Symphony No.1 Orchestra 1987   
 

Festival Music Orchestra 1992 Baltimore Symphony 

Symphony No. 2 Orchestra 1998 Detroit Symphony  
Fanfare on “Amazing Grace" Orchestra 2005   

Settlements Orchestra 2007 Virginia Symphony 
Hercules Orchestra 2014   

Zora, We're Calling You  Orchestra/Narrator 2011 Orlando Symphony 

Piano Concerto Orchestra/Piano 1992 Consortium of 5 
Orchestras 

Two Romances Orchestra/Viola 1997   

Sport of Strings String Orchestra 1982   

Sonata Da Chiesa String Orchestra 1991 Thomas Jefferson High 
School for Science 

Church Street Serenade String Orchestra 2005   

ORATORIOS 
Done Made My Vow Oratorio 1985  

STAGED WORKS 
Paul Laurence Dunbar: Common 
Ground Opera 1994 Dayton Opera Company 

Joshua's Boots Opera 1998 St. Louis Opera and Lyric 
Opera of Kansas City 

Rise for Freedom  Opera 2006 Cincinnati Opera 

Robeson Opera 2014   
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